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Real

TTie strong tasting low ta 
Only9mgtar.

1978 R. J- Reynold! Toboceo Co.
TTi* Strant Ttultoc Low Tui

"Real's got dynamite taste! 
Strong...more like a high tat:
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a receiver 
that does more.

DC configuration 
OCL power 
amplifier with 
fully complemen 
tary output stage

Bimodal eiectro- 
sensor relay 
protection and 
delay circuit 
with LED 
indication

Differential Center channel
current mirror and signal
loaded low noise strength tuning
input stage meters

18 LED Analog 
to digital 
logarithmic 
power display 
indication 
calibrated in 
watts and dBW

3 stage IF ampli 
fier incorporating 
3 linear phase 
ceramic filters 
with differential 
limiterand 
quadrature , 
detector /

LED function 
indicators

I OP* • . ^~" r/

Connections for 
3 pair of speakers

11 position' 
detent bass/ 
mid range/ treble 
tone controls- 
with variable 
turnover fre 
quencies and 
by-pass

Twiii position 
active subsonic 
and high filters

32 detent loga-" 
rithmic volume 
attenuator cali 
brated indB

2 tape monitors' 
with full tape 
copy capability

/
Multiplex filter 2 phono inputs

Buy it.
5 gang FM tun 
ing capacitor 
with twin 
stage dual gate 
MOS FET 
TRF amp

Scott's new 390R is perhaps the 
most complete receiver ever made. 

A professional control center for 
your entire sound system, the 390R delivers a full 
120 watts per channel min. RMS, at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz 
with no more than 0.03'^ THD. And it offers more options, 
features and flexibility than you'll find on most separates. 

Compare the Scott 390R with any other receiver on the market 
today. If you can find one that does 
more...buy it.

Scott's unique, gold warranty card. 
Individualized with your warranty, 
model and serial numbers, and expira 
tion date. Scott's fully transferable, 
three-year parts and labor-limited

warranty is your assurance of lasting
pleasure.
For specifications on our complete line 

of audio components, contact your nearest Scott 
dealer, or write H.H. Scott, Inc. Corporate 
Headquarters, 20 Commerce Way, Dept. DR, 
Woburn, MA 01801. In Canada: Paco Electronics, 
Ltd., Quebec, Canada.

m SCOTT
Warranty Identification Card

ny Number 10110?
Motel WOB

al Number 301 ISll/tt,! 1715
E*p,,jTionDaic SaplKTBsr 15, 198) The Name to listen to:

Makers of high quality high fidelity equipment since 1947.
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Some men 
have it*

Classic EnglishJ-eather^. The fresh, 
clean, masculine scent a woman 
loves her man to wear.. .or nothing at 
all. Wind Drift8'. A clear, crisp call to 
adventure... refreshing as the wind 
from the sea. Timbe_rline?. Brisk and 
woodsy, exhilarating as the great 
outdoors. In After Shave, Cologne, 
Gift Sets, and men's grooming gear. 
At fine toiletry counters.

English Leather.
Northvale, New Jersey 07647 © 1978 

Available in Canada
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Car stereo at prices worth listening to. 
Sears brings you special savings on 
the Dashmates. Six different jn-dash 
AM/FM stereo tape players. On sale now.

Pick 8-track or cassette. You'll get 
local-distant switching and AFC for im 
proved FM reception. Balance and full 
range tone controls. Dial-in-door, channel 
selector and indicator lights on 8-track.

Fast forward convenience on cassette. 
From basic Dashmate to our top of the line. 
Get as sophisticated as you like.

Sears Dashmates fit most cars without 
cutting, filing or drilling. Installation is extra 
but you can install it yourself and save.

What else could you ask for? How about 
sale prices on most [ensen car speakers, 
including the famous Jensen Iriaxial.

©Sears, Roebuck and Co., 1978

On sale now from Nov. 26-Dec. 23.
Prices and dales may vary in Alaska and Hawaii.

Tire and Auto Centers

"Straight Talk, Good Values
and Satisfaction"

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Symbol of 
the quality gift

Give the holiday gift everybody wants  
Seagram's 7 Crown. Only Seagrairis 7 has the 
unmatched quality that makes everyone's 
favorite drinks taste better. No wonder it's 
America's most given gift. And remember 
to enjoy our quality in moderation.

? Crown
Where quality drinks begin.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



This month, as a special Christmas treat for our readers, our usual editorial essay has been replaced by a 
charming picture-fable of the holiday season drawn by editor Tod Carroll.

\f\o -trends and mo one TO 
her 4 

D, in Wr. groan's tytitfe-t-^ The, 
litt-le

she
} The. 

of o. to&trby

Once upon « time

.-t6 all qfCbtenche$ a-f her bet* k.

Haf-f ^f bh'ttk -the.
,,.+he

10) alcoholic 
little earl all of far

j bshen -fie (Htfe. g />-/

 r^e. (xti-he-tic wldov,
6 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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Deck the halls 
with plop plopt fizz fizz,

falalalala lalala****** Ahhh!
There are lots of ways Yuletide pleasures lead to holiday 

headaches and upset stomachs. Sometimes the turkey does it 
to you. Sometimes the turkey and the holiday parties 
do it to you. f

And sometimes you just do it to yourself. With f 
the turkey, the trimmings, the eggnog and more f l 
eggnog. And before you know it, * 
seasonal stuffing leads - * ' 
to seasonal suffering.

But with our little 
Yuletide treasure, you'll 
be ready. Alka-Seltzer* 
speeds relief to your 
aching head and upset . 
stomach. So plop plop,j 
fizz fizz, ho ho ho!

ALKA-SELTZEFf , 
Oh, what a relief it is! '

Read and follow label directions, 
*$& © 1978 Miles Li^oratories, Inc.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



The difference
between these
cassette dec ts

isn't sounc..

There's hardly an audio enthusiast alive 
who doesn't admire the Nakamichi lOOOil.

But at $l,650,*admiring it is about all 
most people can do.

That's why Pioneer created the new 
CT-F1000. A cassette deck that offers all the 
features and performance of the Nakamichi 
1000N, butcosts almost $1,000 less.

(We realize this is hard to believe, but be 
patient. The facts bear us out.)

It's a fact that the $600 * Pioneer 
CT-FlOOOand the $1,650 Nakamichi 100011 
are both honest three headed cassette decks 
that let you monitor right off the tape as you 
record. v

Both feature separate Dolby systems 
tor the playback and recording heads. So 
when you're recording with the Dolby on, 
you can monitor the same way.

And both are filled with all the 
remarkable features you'd expect to find on 
cassette decks of this caliber: there's 
everything from jam-proof solenoid logic 
controls, to multiplex filters for making 
cleaner FM recordings, to memories that

It's value.

The Nakamichi 1000I1:$1,650

The Pioneer CT-F1000: $600'

automatically let yoTTgo back to a particular 
spot on the tape.

The comparison holds up equally well 
•1 when it comes to performance.

The CT-F1000 and the Nakamichi 
JJ00011 both have total harmonic distortion 
(levels otlessdian 1,5%,

Both have all but conquered the 
"problem of wow and flutter. (An identical 
&0.05* for each deck.)

And both have signal to noise ratios 
fahat are so similar only sophisticated 
(laboratory equipment can tell them apart.

If the incredible value of the CT-F1000 
till sounds a bit hard to believe, we suggest

go hear it for yourself at any Pioneer 
Iealei.

Our viewpoint is simple: if you can't 
lear the difference, why pay the difference?

We bring it back alive.
.S. Ptoneei Electronics inc., 85 Oxford Dii 

, •Manufstiuser's suggested icuif pike. Hjndtcs o|
chie. N.I. 07074.
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Sirs:
Some girls give me cuff links, 
And some girls give me ties. 
Some girls give me cigars, 
But most girls give me Brut.

Mick &. Keith 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Sirs:
If you would heed my suggestion, 

you might make life in your city of 
New York a little more enjoyable. 
Close the place for a week, clean it 
out, and move everything back ten 
yards. Then give the fairies twenty- 
four hours to clear ovit and stop yell 
ing so darn much.

Ed Parker, Sr. 
Newton, Iowa

Sirs:
I don't know about you, but the 

only way 1 can figure out to bang Liz 
anymore is to roll her in flour and 
look for the wet spot.

John Warner 
The Farm, Va.

Sirs:
If you need a six-pack of assholes, 

just give us a jingle.
Rep. Kemp

Rep. Anderson
Rep. Crane

Sen. Dole
Sen. Baker

Sen. Weicker
Washington, D.C.

Sirs:
I shook hands with a homo and I 

didn't wash before I ate dinner and 
1... I caught it. Help! I want to wear 
keys on my belt and little cowboy 
scarves and I want to be bitchy and get 
my cars pierced and roll up my jeans. 
Oh shit! I hate my wife....I love the 
kid in the Xerox room. I want to see 
him nude. I need a doctor. Oh, 
no!...My wrists!...My wrists! They're 
not stiff anymore! Help!

Frank Gibbons
Gibbons, White, Tate,andMacDonald 

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Due to the continuing energy prob

lem and the failure of Congress to 
pass suitable energy legislation, we 
must ask that all Americans do their 
part in conserving precious energy re 
sources. Therefore, this holiday sea 
son, we urge parents to reconsider 
putting lumps of coa! in the stockings 

' of children who have been bad all 
' year. We need this coal to fuel our 

furnaces and factories. May we ask 
you to substitute lumps of something 
else until we have the energy situa 
tion under control? Perhaps putty? 
Thank you.

James Schlcsinger
Department of Energy

Washington, D.C.

Sirs:
I was at a plumbing fixtures con 

vention in your city not too long ago 
and I noticed lots of dirty, scruffy 
fellas standing on the street playing 
violins and begging for money. Is that 
what you call urban character and 
charm or is that just a lot of dirty, 
scruffy fellas standing on the street 
playing violins and begging tor 
money?

Earl R. Wcrtz 
Glockenspeil, Minn.

Sirs:
OMI.' Vraiment'. Vive la difference 1. Sur 

le I>ont d'Avignon. Cherchez ia femme. 
Garcon, addition, s'il vous plait. Merde 
chaud! En-til enceinte?

Mark LaLoon 
Orsay, France

RS. The foregoing French letter is an 
emergency family planning service of 
the National Lampoon. In the event 
that conventional contraceptive ma 
terials are not available, simply cut 
the above epistle out of the magazine 
and wrap it around the male member 
prior to insertion.

Sirs:
Is this the magazine rhat people 

who like Meatloaf read? If it is, they 
ought to know that the effort of re- 
channeling the sweaty porker's voice 
so that it sounds like it came from a 
human being destroyed $75,000 
worth ot recording equipment and 
cost the lives of two fine engineers.

Howard Haymaker
The Noise Mill Studio

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
I have committed two acts of vege- 

cide. I did willfully and with malice j 
cut all the leaves off of my asparagus [ 
fern and removed a coleus cutting 
from its water and left it to dry up on j

the windowsill. I am fully cognizant 
of my deeds and await arrest and in 
carceration, but do you think maybe I 
can cop a plea of plantslaughter?

Haywood W Robbins 
Pasadena, Calif.

Sirs:
We feel that the new laws requiring 

residents to pick up after their dogs is 
unfair and unnecessarily harsh. It dis-' 
criminates against us and deprives us 
of our means of livelihood. We urge 
[he repeal of these senseless laws.

The United Brotherhood of Flies
National Headquarters

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Say, man, I missed the fight. What 

happened?
Leon Spinks 

St. Louis, Mo.

Sirs:
You should know that over here in 

Central Africa, there are a great num-. 
continued fin page 8_*
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Chances are you've noticed.
More and more people are enjoying Puerto 

Rican white rum in place of vodka or gin.
Like the Lugos, they appreciate the incredible 

smoothness of white rum. It mixes beautifully 
with tonic or orange juice or soda. And makes a 
superbly dry, clean-tasting martini.

Puerto Rican white rum is, indeed, smoother 
than vodka or gin.

You see, every drop of Puerto Rican rum is 
aged, by law, for at least one full year before 
it's bottled.

And when it comes to smoothness, aging is 
the name of the game.

Here's a suggestion.
Instead of mixing your usual vodka or gin 

and tonic, make it white rum and tonic.
Now, isn't that better?

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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•V-J!

rum and tonic is no surprise. 
\\fe Puerto Ricans knew it 
was only a matter
.Fernando Lugo, architect, and his w

Make sure the rum is Puerto Rican.
The name Puerto Rico on the label 

is your assurance of excellence.
The Puerto Rican people have been 

making rum for almost five centuries.

Their specialized skills and dedication result 
in a rum of exceptional taste and purity.

No wonder over 85% of 
rum sold in this country comes 
from Puerto Rico.

PUERTO Ricnn Rums
Aged for smoothness and taste.

For tree Light Rums of Puerto Rico'recipes, write: Puerto Rican Rums. 
DeotNL-7.1 290 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y.. N.Y. 10019 ©1978 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Don't watchTV tonight.
Playit!

We're the games you play on your 
own TV set.

We're the Atari Video Computer 
System. (Remember "Pong "? Well, that 
was just the beginning.)

Atari is now a sophisticated, com 
puterized programmable unit that hooks 
up to your television in a matter of 
seconds.

Atari features a greater selection (20 
different Game Program  cartridges, 
over 1300 game variations and options 
 and with many more to come!).

We're sport games. We're mind 
games. We educate. We entertain.

We can be played by one player 
(against the computer), two players, 3 
or 4.

We're the system that's especially 
designed to change colors to protect 
and safeguard your TV tube from any 
damage.

Weoffer crisper colors (when played, 
of course, on a color TV).

We pride ourselves in truer-to-life 
sound effects, which play through your 
own TV's sound system.

We're Atari.
And if someone in your family hasn't 

asked for us yet, get ready.
They're going to.

MORE GAMES. MORE FUN.

O ATARI
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



TIPS fly TflLES doing little Heil Hitlers when they 
greeted each other. A lor of the menus 
in the restaurants were printed in 
Spanish and German. If I had a gun, I 
would have opened fire on them, but 
Si kept me under control. "Don't 
bother with the minnows, we have 
bigger geftlte fish to poach," he said. 
He was a cool cookie, Simon was, a 
regular Steve McQucen.

Si had his own net of operatives in

Paraguay, who had already traced the 
location of Bormann's house. It was 
right in the middle of the jungle, 
about 500 miles from Asuncion. His 
men would fly us close to the house 
and we were going to parachute down 
and work our way in. The plan was to 
somehow kidnap Bormann and bring 
him back alive to face a trial for war 
crimes. Si wanted it to be a small, neat 
operation, just him and me to penc-

coruinued on page 84

my rnt-iTKR is
Runnino
Editor's note: !n part one of our story, 
Hernias uncanny powers of detection 
cause him to believe that he is harboring 
an ex-Nazi in his cab. On his own, he fol- 
low$ the man all over New York, and fi 
nally, to confirm his suspicions, calls the 
famous Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal in 
Vienna. After much questioning of Ber- 
nie, Wiesenthal weals that he has been 
tailing none other than Martin Bormann, 
Hitler's second-in-command during World 
War II. WiesentKat knows tKat Bormann 
suffered from a deadly case oj flatulence 
and always emitted a distinctive odor 
when breaking wind—the one physical 

' char ad eristic he cannot hide. Even 
though the sussed does not look like Bor 
mann, his unique odor matches tlie Bor 
mann scent perfectly. Bormann manages 
to elude Bernie and Wiesenthal in New 
York, but they trace him to Paraguay, 
u'hen.' he lives secluded in the jungle.

Part II
So Simon Wiesenthal and I found 

ourselves in Paraguay, which you 
could have renamed "Little Ger 
many." I thought there were a lot of 
Nazis hiding in Argentina and Brazil, 
bur Paraguay really rolled out the red 
carpet. We would have been arrested 
for being Jewish if Si (he insisted I call 
him Si) hadn't made up fake passports 
for us, I was traveling under the name 
Bernard Baldwin, an interior decora 
tor shopping for native crafts and tex' 
tiles to bring back to New York. Si 
was using the name Stanley Stone, a 
sneaker manufacturer looking for 
new factory locations in Paraguay. I 
loved it. This was real spy stuff fake 
passports and ali.

So we faked our way through 
Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, 
wbere I swear, I saw more Nazis than 
Spies or Indians. A lot of them were 
still wearing their old uniforms and

How would Einstein 
theorize about O'Keefe?
Although the O'Keefe formula is secret, certain factors in the
equation are well known:
1. O'Keefe has a hearty, full-bodied flavor.
2. It is smooth and easy going down.
3. Its head commands respect.
Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: It '$ too good to
gulp. Relatively speaking, of course.

O'Keefe 
Golden Ale
It's toojgood to gulp.

Imported from Canada by Century Importers, inc., Hew York, NY
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THArl^KESlA
You don't have to compromise on the 

quality of the cassette deck when you 
buy an all-in-one stereo system.

Because now every new Centrex* 
compact stereo features our exclusive 
Loaded Deck. 

BIASED TOR PREMIUM TAPES SUCH AS TDK.

PLAY WITH ALOADED DECK 
It's a component quality tape deck, loaded 
with features you won't often find, even 
on the most expensive components.

Features like the Centrex Song 
Finder.  It actually senses and locks on 
to the point on the tape where each song 
begins. So you can jump forward or back 
to your favorite tunes without a lot of hit- 
and-miss button pushing.

And then there's Auto-Rewind. A 
switch that automatically rewinds and 
replays your tape when it's through, 
giving you uninterrupted music.

All major controls are power-assisted 
for smoothness and precision. Centrex 
makes recording easy too because one 
button initiates both "record" and

"forward" simultaneously.
To keep the music pure and undis- 

torted, the Centrex Loaded Deck has an 
electronically governed motor for con 
stant speed control. We've also added 
permalloy precision tape heads which 
reproduce a wider sound spectrum. And 
Dolby R to eliminate tape hiss.

TABLES FORl\VO.

Our System takes records seriously too. 
Take your choice: A professional-style 
single play turntable with strobe rings 
for perfect pitch adjustment. Or, we have 
a record changer which can be program 
med to play up to six records.

Both are belt-driven to eliminate 
speed distortion and come with a true-

SEMI-AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE.
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MPACT STEREO 
PE SERIOUSIY

tracking S-shaped tone 
arm and Audio-Technica 
cartridge. You can even 
buy the system with no 
record player at all.

GOOD CLEAN 
POWER.

The Centrex receiver 
puts out a substantial 22 
watts per channel mini 
mum, both channels driven into 8 ohms 
from 40-20,000 Hz with no more than 0.7% 
THD. So even when you turn the volume 
way up the distortion stays way down. 

And the AM/FM stereo tuner is so 
sensitive you can find and hold just about 
any signal in your area.

SERIOUS SPEAKERS.
Finally, to make sure you play our new 
stereo through speakers that let you hear

all the sound it puts out, 
weoffertheCL-70s.A 
pair of our top-of-the- 
line, 10" 3-way speaker 
systems with a frequen 
cy response of 45-20,000 
Hz. Perfect mates for the 
new Centrex system.

So if you want all the 
convenience of a com-

CL.T.miREE.WAYSPEAKEKS. p^ ̂ 60 with tflC

excitement of high-performance com 
ponent technology, drop by your stereo 
dealer and hear the sound of Centrex 
for yourself.

If s made by Pioneer - one of the most 
respected names in audio. Featuring 
the Loaded Deck. A necessary luxury for 
those who take their music seriously.

PIONEER ELECTKONICS OF AMERICA. 1925 E. DOMINGUEZ ST.. LONG BEACH. CA 90810.
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7 know 
whyl 
smoke!

"There's only one reason I ever 
smoked. Good taste.

"So when I switched to low tar, 
I wasn't about to give that up. If you 

^ don't smoke for taste 
..- '^-"" what else is there? 

., -   ^ "But there was all 
that talk about tar.

"Unfortunately, most low 
tar cigarettes tasted like nothing. 
Then I tried Vantage.

"Vantage gives me the taste 
I enjoy, And the low tar I've 
....^ been looking for."

Vince Doiigherty 
Philadelphia. Pa.

»
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Regular, Menthol, 
and Vantage IQO's

FILTER 100'5 : 10mg."lar", 
0.8 mg.nicoiine, FILTER, 
MENTHOL: 11 mg. : 'iar".Q.8 rng. nicotine. 
3V. per cigarette, FTC Report MAY'78.
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Jacques Brel k Dead and Unwell and Buried in Paris. —Details Inside

NEW/ ONTHE MARCH
POPE FOR A DAY!

AMP OME
OP -fusee UOVELY

VJ1LL.W1M
IWTHE

CENTER OF ROME, A LlPETl ME 
5UPPUV OF EX CATHEPRA 1N-

FAlTHPUL. CATHOLIC'S''

I'VE 
HAP -TO 

-THE LAST TEN Y£AR5 
WORKIMtb AMOh46-m£ L-EF-

ANP 1'Vg NEVER COM 
PLAIN Ef ONCE 

NOT OMUY THAT.

THE
RECTORY NeEP1* 

NEW AIR
FAMILY WHO ^TABY&P THEM- 

P6ATH
ive PEEN SAYING HAIL MARV^ 
FOR THREE PAYS WITHOUT F&OP

OK £U&eR AMP ON THE WAV
OVEE HERE I TeiPPeP

AWP F&UU AMP HU(TT
My

TH£N i
-r&MPTEf OW NUMEROUS

"Seems Like 
I Fucked Myself"

SPINKS
REGRETS

TRAINING
PROGRAM

cia iL-lccommunicati Cacotka says 
its new daytime television show, "Popi: 
for a Dayi' has been a smash hit world 
wide. Hosted by popular Italian game 
show MC Bob Celeste, the program Hives 
one of 111 competing cardinals an op 
portunity to control die entire Cathoiic 
Church tor 24 hours, as well .as a chance 
to become the Friday Grand Champion 
Pontiff who ruL-s through the weekend. 

"This way, everybody nets a fair shot," 
stated Titular Prelect of TV Synodic;i- 
tion Martini N. Cardinal Rossi. "It got to 
the point where qualified personnel \vert- 
actually turning down cardinalships be 
cause they saw the job as a dead end. Now 
that we've replaced tedious conclave bal 
loting with our studio 'Mirer Meter' au

diences applaud iheir favorite contestants 
into oflice five Jays a week. The small Iry 
prelate from Los Angeles ha.s just as »ood 
a chance at ihe throne as the next [U'V-"

When asked how Popes fulfill all of 
their responsibilities in a single Jay, Car 
dinal Rossi explained: "Streamlining. For 
example, an average encyclical used to 
run thousands of words and take months 
to letter by hand, nut nowadays the Pope 
simply jots down a few thoughts on an 
index card and lets a copy service do the 
rest. November 9's Holy Father, John 
Paul George Pius I, issued an excellent 
one on the Holy Trinity: "There's a Fa 
ther, Son, and Holy Spirit. They all live in 
heaven but are everywhere, and they're all 
God. Believe it. It's True. Yours, JPGP I."

LeonSpinks told report erst ha the" really 
fucked up" with the training program 
thai he followed prior to his recent bout 
with Muhammad Ali in New Orleans.

"Looks like I got myself some bad ad 
vice," was all Spinks could say when 
asked about the training regimen. The 
daily routine called for Spinks to sleep 
till "really late," drink beer and watch TV 
till dinner, then eat "like a fucking pig" 
for several hours. Afterwards, the champ 
was encouraged to drink whiskey and 
take drugs, then go to "jive-ass clubs and 
discos" where he was advised to continue 
drinking and to "boogie" until dawn. On 
weekends, he was urged to drive errati 
cally without a license in large, fast cars 
until apprehended by the police.
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A Special Appeal to 
National Lampoon 
Readers

Just before this issue went to press, we 
were contacted by investigators from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation acting on 
a new lead in the Jimmy Hoffa case. As all 
of you know, the National Lampoon has 
been printed on recycled paper for some 
time now, and, as you may have read, new 
evidence suggests the missing teamster 
boss was "disposed of" in a paper 
shredder.

You have probably already guessed 
what the FBI men told us Mister Hoffa 
appeared in the National Lampoon re 
cently, and we didn't even know it. They 
would very much like to have him back, 
and so would his family. The first thing 
we have to do is find out who has a 
"Hoffa" N'lUiujKif Lampoon. You can help 
us and the investigation by performing 
this simple test.
1. Place your issue on a table
2. Put a live dollar bill on the magazine, 
and pretend to be distracted for a few 
moments by your shoelaces or the view 
from the window,
3. Check to see if the bill i> still there. If 
it is not, immediately send the magazine 
to us, and we will refund both your five 
dollars and the cost til the issue.

CAR STEREO *CB

CATALOG !
SAVE ON CAR STEREO
by Audiuvox Clanon CraJL} Jerisco Dnvi»r

SAVE ON BLflNK RECORDING TAPE
by QASf Ma.pli 7OK

SAVE ON HOME STEREO SYSTEMS 

SAVE ON RADAR DETECTORS 

SAVE OH CB & ACCESSORIES
Dy Presidenl. Tram Browning ClrfrK 
SBE Anienna Spetiaiisli, PAL

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDEfl
1-8OO-638-69OO

SEND YOUR FREE CATALOG ^S

HARVEY'S AUTOSOUND & CB CENTER
• 884SORCHAROTREELANE.TOWSON.MD £1201 •

One Time Ace "Knuckles Down"

Bouton Gains Major 
League Berth

Jim Bouton, one-time Yankee mound 
whiz and author of the controversial 
baseball expose Rail Four, has succeeded 
in gaining a starting job on the Atlanta 
Braves' pitching staff in one of baseball's 
most impressive comebacks.

Bouton, who at thirty-nine is thought 
by many to be too old to do anything, 
amazed everyone by concentrating ex* 
duMvelv on mastering the knuckle ball.

"I talked to Hoyt Wilhelm about it," 
Bouton told reporters, "and he suggested 
I hold the ball with my fingers all 
scrunched up, like this. But [ couldn't 
hold on to it chat way. Then 1 talked to 
Phil Niekro, and he suggested 1 hold on 
to it like this, with the fingertips. But 1 
couldn't aim it right." (Wilhelm and 
Niekro are considered the two most 
expert authorities on the knuckle ball.)

"That's when I knew ! had to develop 
my own style."

Bomon's method of throwing the 
knuckler has thus far worked well. His 
technique consists of lofting the ball to 
ward the plate in a high, slow arc. While 
the pitch is en route, he dashes to the bat 
ter and smashes him in the face with his 
fist. "It works real well, but it's hell on 
my knuckles," Bouton remarked.

New Record Set

Soviet Cosmonauts 
Still in Space

The record lor a continuous stay in 
outer space has been broken by a group 
of Russian cosmonauts who have begun 
their ninth month in orbit, according to 
the Soviet news agency "lass.

The crew of Soyu?. 17, who were 
launched into space last January and have 
been in orbit ever since, consists of five 
Jewish activists, a dissident physicist, and 
Mikhiiil Baryshnikov's great-grand- 
mot her.

When asked how long the cosmonauts 
would remain in orbit, a high-ranking 
Russian space official said, "We cannot 
yet be sure, but if all goes well, forever."

Hardline Borderline 
Arab Leaders Discuss 
Camp David Accord

Members of a new Arab coalition, the 
Organization of States Hostile to Israel, 
Zionism, the United States, and Each 
Other, met this week in Southern Hey- 
man to discuss the Camp David agree 
ment. The tone of the meeting was set by 
the Irate of Moxy, who called for "total 
and utterly rejectitude" of the proposals 
for peace fashioned at the Camp David 
summit.

A series of speakers, representing the 
countries of Uwait, Gush, and Saudi 
Bethsheba, all echoed this unyielding op 
position to the Camp David accords. The 
Insultinate of Lemur read a message call 
ing for all Arab states to unite against 
Israel and "Hebrew Yiddish Jewfolk 
everywhere."

Among those attending the two day 
meeting were four Americans three 
Houston bankers and Arnold Glott, the 
mayor of Lebanon, Pa., who was invited 
to the meeting by mistake.

FBI Investigating 
Theft of Secret 
Documents

Former Ambassador to South Vietnam 
Graham Martin has become the subject 
of an FBI probe following the theft of a 
footlocker crammed with secret docu 
ments from Martin's car. Batches of the 
documents, including messages from for 
mer President Nixon to the U.S. Embassy 
in Saigon that could be used to crack ex 
tremely important codes, have been turn 
ing up in school yards and newspaper 
offices in recent days.

When informed of the probe, Am 
bassador Martin asked investigating offi 
cers if they would also "keep their eyes 
open" for a windshield scraper and an 
Exxon map of western Massachusetts 
that he "couldn't find no matter where 1 
looked." Martin told the FBI men that 
he'd left them on the back seat, under 
neath the blueprints for Fort Knox.

Indonesia Concludes 
Pacific Atoll Black 
Powder Bomb Tests

Indonesia has successfully detonated a 
ten-pound black powder bomb on an 
atoll in the South Pacific. The bomb, 
which has an explosive force of Haifa 
megaounce, knocked over a tree, killed 
three monkeys, and deafened a parrot. In 
donesia has been working on the bomb 
since its agents allegedly stole the for 
mula from a U.S. mining textbook bor 
rowed from the University of Arizona 
library. The bomb will move Indonesia 
ahead of Dahomey in the world arms 
race.
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Thousands Die in Gratitude

Somoza Restores Democracy to Nicaragua
MV PEOPLE... 

VOUR VOTE OF

MY HEART/ LAW AWP ORPPE,
UNUKE MANY OF you,

WILL RALLY-THE OTlZeN£ 
OF -THl£ (SREATMArflON... 

BOTHOFV^U/

Carhunt Ends

"Pinto" Nabbed, Killed Fifty-three

Long-sought mass-murderer Sub- 
compact "Pinto" fbrd was indicted sev 
eral weeks ago for the slaying of over 
fifty People. Pinto was the third most- 
wanted killer of multiple victims in re 
cent times, comparable to New York's 
Son of Sam and Los Angclcs's Hillside 
Strangles

Pinto's weapon was the gasoline tank, 
which exploded upon relatively slight 
contact from the rear. The resulting con 
flagration was severe enough to have in 
jured dozens and killed fifty-three. The 
killer's parents, the fords of Dearborn, 
Mich., were understandably distraught.

"We don't understand it," they sobbed. 
"We loved it. We gave it impact tests and 
stress analysis like all our children. 
Where did we go wrong?"

The prosecution was optimistic about 
obtaining a conviction. "Can't fail," the 
Detroit D.A. declared. "We've got 
enough on this baby to send it up the 
junkyard for life."

Meanwhile, defense attorneys pon 
dered their strategy. "We want to plead 
insanity!* bemoaned one lawyer for Pinto. 
"But we can't get Pinto to agree to it. It 
just stands there idling, occasionally toot 
ing its horn."

Describes Nightmarish Months 
as Fugitive

Red Brigade Leader 
Alunni Captured

Red Brigade Leader Corrado Alunni, 
accused of murdering former premier 
Aldo Moro, has told reporters of the 
nightmarish months he spent as a fugitive 
from Italian justice before his recent cap 
ture- The thirty-year-old radical ex 
plained that for weeks after the Moro 
slaying, he was able to elude the most in 
tensive dragnet in Italian history by 
switching neckties, wearing foreign 
sports shirts, and speaking with a heavy 
Chinese accent. "But even then," he says, 
"I know the end is near."

Just months after the killing, Alunni's 
dogged pursuers ran him to ground in a 
Rome restaurant, and only a desperate 
ruse saved his neck. "That can't be me," 
he told police, pointing to a picture of 
their suspect that exactly matched his 
own clean-shaven features. "1 used to 
have a moustache."

The respite was short-lived. Weeks 
later, Alunni and a friend were stopped at 
the Swiss border in a Fiat packed with dy 
namite. A police check confirmed that it 
was the same Fiat in which Moro's body 
had been found, but Alunni was pre 
pared. Not only did be have a receipt for 
the explosives, but he threw police off the 
scent tor weeks by having the receipt 
made out in his mother's name.

Eventually, the relentless cops closed 
in. When Alunni accidentally blew up 
bis apartment building alter botching a 
bank hold-up, he stumbled, battered and 
bleeding, into a local police station ask 
ing (or help. A quick-witted detective or 
dered the station house surrounded. 
After a three-hour siege during which 
Alunni lay unconscious on the floor and 
four policemen were wounded, police 
closed in and nailed their man. For 
Alunni,and for all Italy, the ordeal was over.

Lyrnan Bostock Shot
Angel Goes to Heaven

The California Angels last month 
called up Lyman Bostock from their 
quadruple-A farm team in Anaheim. The 
gates of heaven swung open for the hard 
hitting outfielcler when he was felled by a 
shotgun blast allegedly fired by the es 
tranged husband of the woman with 
whom he was traveling in the back seat of 
a car. The assailant's hit and run was pre 
ceded by a long drive, during which Bos- 
toct:i according to some reports, tried to 
j;o for the extra base and put what turned 
out to be the suicide squeeze on his female 
companion. I! the murderer had su'imj; 
au'ay instead of going tor the /n't, a single 
shot u{) the middle from his double-barreled 
shotgun, Bostock might have rallied to  
but really, why go on? The final Bostock 
box score: one hit, one error, three left.
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POIYDOR INCORPORATED n*S~t A Few Surprises

New Television 
Season Underway

UK.ETO P&EKAMIP 
VOUK EYES

Nov. 15 Day ion. 
Nov. 16 Cleveland, 
Nov. 17 BufWo 
Nov.W Reading. Pa. 
Nov.19Sto!vBrook.N.Y 
Nov.20Pcughf;eepsie. 
Nov.2IPiiist>urgh. Pa. 
Nov. 23 Philadelphia, Pa 
Nov. 24 New York. N.Y. 
Nov. 25 Pasiatc, N.J. 
Nov. 27 Toronto. Can. 
Nov. 29 OU3W3 Can. 
Nov. 30 Mont reai. On 
Dec. 2 Frederic ion,

New Srunswirt 
Dec. 3 None Ion.

New Bruniivrck 
Dec.4Halif.iy.

Nova Srotia

The 1978 television season has pot ten- 
underway with the usual hoopla and fan 
fare, but a few new programs have sur 
prised many with their unexpected 
innovations and unusual formats.

Perhaps most ballyhooixl of the new 
shows was ABC's "Ratingswar Fantas- 
tica," a six-jillion-dollar extravaganza 
about a patriarchal leader of a dying civ 
ilization from another planet (Lome 
Grcenclwho heads a transgalactic expedi 
tion in search of new special effects for 
his people's television shows. Swr Wars 
technical whiz John Dykstra plays the 
leader'? burly son Hos.s. A friend of the 
midget who played R2D2 in George 
Lucas's movie plays the robot dog Tin 
Tin Tin in this'new series.

CBS h-.\s countered with "Jesus Fuck 
ing Christ!,"the latest offering from Nor 
man Lear's TAT Communications Co. 
McLean Stevenson is the world-weary 
priest, while Chorus Line star Priscilla 
Lopez plays the nun afflicted with cop- 
rolalia. A sleeper, say many.

In recent years, NEC has played third 
fiddle to the other two networks, but 
their new series about a woman network 
executive trying to remain a woman and a 
network executive despite the poor rat 
ings received by the show she produces 
(about a woman network executive) may 
put NEC hack in the running for second 
place. Entitled"T.E.t.VE.E.,"the series 
stars Pamela Bolin as Lin Bell wood, a 
lovable, likeable, aggressive, icy, terrible, 
wonderful person modeled after the Faye 
Dunaway character in Nt'ticfjrk.
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Bhmes Enemies for "Everything"

Shah Speaks Out
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, ruler 

of Iran, has lashed out at his enemies 
in connection with recent earthquakes in 
that region, thought to be the worst in 
many years.

The Shah blamed the "supposed earth 
quakes," which registered 7.5 on the 
Richter scale, on "left-wing Moslems, 
right-wing radicals, left-wing radicals, 
right-wing Moslems, right-wing radical 
Christians, left-wing radical Christians, 
Christian Moslems, right-wing leftists, 
left-wing rightists, student demonstra 
tors, student Christians, Marxist radicals, 
students of Christian Marxism, and right- 
wing Marxist student Christians demon 
strating against left-wing Communist 
Moslem radical Marxists"

Pointing to a map of the area near Teh 
ran where the "quake" occurred, the 
Shah said, "It was due to the disturbance 
of all these persons agitating and jumping 
up and down with paper bags over their 
heads. With all these thousands of bad 
ones jumping around, and my police 
counter-jumping in an effort to restore 
civil peace and harmony, of course there 
is created an earthquake-like effect. That 
is why 1 ordered my police to shoot first, 
and conduct summary executions later."

The paper bags referred to by the Shah 
are thought to be those worn by demon 
strators seeking to disguise their identi 
ties from SAVAK, the Iranian secret 
police, which the Shah says "are not se 
cret, since everybody knows they exist 
because they beat up so many people. So 
what is the big secret?"

Hundreds Stunned, Distraught

"Moonies" Mourn 
Leader's Death

News of the sudden death of rock 
drummer Keith Moon has shocked and 
dismayed hundreds of his followers, the 
so-called Moonies who for several years 
have revered and worshiped him.

Moon, famous for his antic drum style 
and freewheeling personal life, was 
thought to have certain ties to the Ko 
rean CIA. Much controversy surrounded 
his "church"  there were many accusa 
tions that susceptible young people were 
lured to these hideaways with promises 
of an easy life of drugs and sex. Once 
there, however, the victims were held 
against their will, forced to listen to re 
peated playings of Quadrojthnnia, and sent 
into the streets to peddle candles, in 
cense, and arnyl nitrate.

Moon himself remained alooi from 
these proceedings. His only public con 
tact with his church was during yearly in 
spirational conventions, at which he 
would exhort his followers to love God, 
defeat Communism, and throw chairs 
out of motel windows.

Monarch Looks Anonymous but Grave as He Surveys Damage

Shah and Empress Don Disguises for 
Incognito Tour of Quake Area

WHO ARE 
THO#E OKOTNAEY

After telling aides that he wanted "to 
move among my people unobserved, so 
that 1 may truly learn what they have suf 
fered," Shah Reza Pahlavi ordered dis 
guises prepared for himself and his 
empress prior to setting off on an in

spection tour of Northern Iran. When he 
was satisfied that the royal party would 
be indistinguishable from the refugees 
and peasants roaming the devastated 
countryside, the Shah slipped quietly out 
the palace gates with his empress at his side.

GOP on the Move

Kemp, Others Push Tax Cut

AKlt? WHEN 
TAXES AK£ £ 

/ 1U6
HEAUTH EPUCATIOU.ANP

A group of influential Republicans 
took to the hustings recently to drum up 
support for their party's candidates in 
this year's local and Congressional elec 
tions. The central issue was tax reform.

Perhaps the most insistent of the re- 
lorm advocates was former footballer 
Rep. Jack Kemp (R., N.Y), who has co- 
sponsored a resolution calling for a 33 
percent tax cut to be phased in over the 
next few years. Kemp has demanded the 
abolition of "all social programs, HEW 
freeloaders, fancy memo pads, and the en 
tire PDA just enough tax revenue to pay 
the president and Congress, and buy a lot 
of big missiles and bombers."

Kemp wont so far as to tell a group of 
New York businessmen, "1 am completely 
serious. I intend to put more of your tax

money back in your pockets. In fact, if 
you will meet me in the parking lot after 
tonight's gathering, I propose to give each 
and every one of you a handsome cash ad 
vance on the refunds you'll be getting 
onci' my plan is implemented."

Stumping along with Kemp were such 
national figures as Gerald Ford, Robert 
Dole (R-, Kans.), and Howard Baker (R., 
Tenn-)- Baker repeatedly cited "the neces 
sity for spineless fence-sitting, flabby 
compromising, empty philosophizing, 
and cautious shilly-shallying until the 
last minute." Dole famous in Washing 
ton for his acerbic wit and sharp tongue- 
had a field day. When asked by a reporter 
if the Republicans' tax cuts would pro 
hibit future raises in pay for Federal offi 
cials, Dole quipped, "Kiss my ass, Bub."
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Multiple 
Choice.

Including:
Tight BpotofVanum Soup [Weekend Wanton 
Ona Wonmi/NgmaVaiir Poison/Need You Bud

MOLLY HATCHET
including:

Bounty Hunrar/GiiiQrCounl'y/Blg Apple 
al'll Never See/Trust Your QJd Friend

BOSTON
DON T LOOK BACH

including:
Fealin' SB| IsllftMfl Man 1II Nevsr H 
Its EasylPaOyJUsedTQ aea Mew!

KANSAS..
TWO FOR THE SHOW

REOSPEEDWAGON
YouC'anTiiiieAPiano... 
But You Can't Tuna Fish
Roll WIlhTJie ChangpaJSIngTo Mo
Say Vou Love Ma Of Saj Goodnight

szln'Your Own Trail Aga In/Tln» Foi Mo To Fl j

HEART
DOG A BUTTERFLY

Including:
Slralflhl OnJHlghTlme/Cook Wlln Fire 

Dog & HuMertly/Nada One

Cheap Trick/Heaven Tonight
Including:

SlrnBi«lflrlOr>ThoHfHllo(IBHFI'MD Back 
On Top Of ThuWOfld/Auf WIMwsahen 

High Rollnr/Stiff Compellllon

2-RECORD SET

Electric Light Orchestra 
Out of the Blue

including'
Turn To Slons/Sweel Tulkln' Woman 

Mr.BlueSky/NignllnTheCILy/Jungle

Dan Fogetberg & 
Tim Weisberg

Twin Sons of Different Mothem
Including: 

Tell Me To Mr Face 
I YOL/voAakedJTtie Power 0) Gold 
illmldallon/Guilw Etufls No, 3

MEAT LOAF 
Bat Out Of Hell

Including:
Heaven Can WaltfFor Crying Out Loud

al Out Of Hell/Par adisa By The Dashboard LiflhI
Hvo OulOIThiee Ain't Bad

DAN HARTMAN 
INSTANT REPLAY

Including:
Counldown-Thls Is IWDoiibte-Q-LoM 

Low W A Naluml/lnstflnl Replay

We've got the hits!
On Epic, Pbrtrait," Pull Moon/Epic, Blue Sky,
Jet and Kirshner Records and Tapes.

"Epic'' ffi "Portrait" ^^^g^ are trademarks o( CBS Inc. Full Moon is a trademark of Fuli Moon Productions. 

Blue Sky is a trademark of Blue Sky Records, Inc. Blue Sky, Jet and Kirshner distributed by CBS Records. ©1978 CBS Inc.
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Vancouver, Canada Duryl Frenaker, /jro/jrii'tor <>j one of the I'ij^jest watermelon farms in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Are/meet 
Ra//)li Srram puts th(.'/imshiii)J touches on his 
pet project, the world's talks! stool, irhic/i (if 
designed and hitilt right in the Wart o/aWn- 
rou n Philadelphia. Tlie stool is over 250 feet 
high and is hittlt of iroocl ciiui steel /'races. 

II (milt t/ie stool to aill ttttt-Tition to /us
U'tr "t/yiuimii: liracc" t/ieory o/ biiilJinjj

r times.

iirti.s.sei.« t Belgium Anna Sptmi:i<«!ii. n lunnco/Bnfsscis, solicits aid 
from airline tmvefers at the Brussels £iir/?ort to j>ay for her head trdtis- 
plant operation. Miss S/janciaa/< suffers /rom « ruredi.icfl.te t/uit coint's 
/mm eating too mtm\ Brussels 5/mints. A/iowt six m«n(/is u/jo, Briis- 
se/s s/Jront /eaves Iwgati to grow out o/ ficr neck in profusion, almost 
SM//ocuti)ig /ier. "I need an entire.netr /it-atl" .said MI.W Spanciaa/c.

Teaneck t Nt-tt1 Jersey E/eivn-mont/i-o/d k\p v»y Wwnaii-sfei ti'ins the 
state o/ Neir Jerseys jirst tinrmul "Ruby oj tlie Yc'cn1 " du-urd. The 
award is jjiven to the ha/iy "u-ho most />crsoni/ies a/1 the qualities oj 

." Litt/e Kerry was /Reused to recciw the Baby o/ the Yeor 
, l?ut a/)/;eaJ't'd to /je insulted />y atte?n/jts to /j/ace him inside 

his trophj.
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Looking for an economy sedan that can actu 
ally outperform sports cars? Then Le Car is 
your car.

Drive a bit of the Le Mans winner.
The same meticulous attention to reliability 

and endurance that went into the Le Mans- 
winning Renault Alpine, also went into Le Car.

And like the Alpine, Le Car has proven 
itself on the track. Finishing first, second or 
third some 63 times this year in SCCA Show 
room Stock races.

High performance plus high economy.
Le Car's superior handling comes from a com 

bination of front-wheel drive, rack and pinion 
steering, 4-wheel independent suspension and 
Michelin steel-belted radials a combination 
of features standard on race cars like Alpine, 
unheard of on other economy sedans.

Yet Le Car is a surprisingly roomy I more 
front headroom and legroom than some luxury 
cars), smooth-riding small sedan that delivers 
41 mpg highway, 26 mpg city*

A track record with owners.
All of which is why there are now over 2 

million Le Cars zipping around worldwide. And 
'why, in four independent studies, Le Car owner 
satisfaction was rated an amazingly high 95^ .

Le Car prices start at only $3,725'. Just one 
more way Le Car outperforms the competition.

Renault USA, Inc.
Marketing Department NL-12
100 Sylvan Ave.. Englewuod Cliffs. N.J. 07632
Please send me more information about
Le Performance Car.

Cay_________________' State_________Zip_____ I

L_————————I

Le Car by Renault
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



1,247 times a second this motor checks itself
for perfect speed...

How it works;
Built into the RD5350 motor is a 68 pole

tacho generator thai produces a series of
pulses proportional to the motor speed, in
the Phase Locked Loop integrated circuit.
these pulses are compared with the signal

from the precision reference oscillator
(124(5.7 Hi). If even a single pulse is found

to be slightly out of phase, power to the
motor is adjusted by a second integrated

circuit to restore synchroniza!ion. This
process takes place independent of

fluctuation? in load or AC line voltage.

so you'll never hear anything less than 
perfect sound from this Sanyo Tape Deck.

FULL AUTO SKIP

ANYO

ru

The new Sanyo RD5350 Dolby cassette deck 
has one of the most advanced drive motors ever put in a 
tape machine.

It's a new frequency generator DC motor with 
Phase Locked Loop speed control servo that actually 
checks and corrects for even the most infinitesimal 
speed variations 1,247 times every second!

This hair-splitting accuracy helps give the RD5350 
one of the lowest wow & flutter figures in the industry: 
0.04% WRMS. And lets the drive system ignore line 
voltage fluctuations, and breeze right through even 
"sticky" cassettes without missing a beat.

Naturally, the RD5350 has one of the most rug 
ged, precision tape transports available today and high 
performance electronics. As a result, you get superior 
specs like 30-17,000 Hz response (±3dB, Cr02 tape)

LOAD TORQUE vs. MOTOR SPEED

* PLL TlQTSi
and 64dB S/N ratio with 
Dolby. Which is more Hz 
and less noise than you'll 
find on the discs and broad 
casts you tape. 

You also get advanced features like 3 peak- 
indicating LED's (0, +3, and +6 VU), separate input 
and output level controls, a Record Mute button for 
erasing short sections of tape, and a timer standby fea 
ture for taping programs when you're not around.

You'd probably expect to pay a bundle for a deck as 
sophisticated as the RD5350. But thanks to Sanyo's 
integrated manufacturing capability, you can have it for 
only $240.*

Which may be the most perfect thing of all about 
meRD5350.

That's life.
"Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price determined by individual dealer. Dulbv is a rec. trademark o( ndby Laboralune gi 1978 Sanyo Elect in- ItM.., 1UW W. Artesia Blvd., CompUm, CA 90220
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OKQURKE; GERALD SUSSHAN, WEIDMANT - • '

.. ......... .

JQ77

HEALTHY'
At the comer of Hacienda and El Senorita, Los Angeles, Ctl

tijfahfoT)*^

/B

owi AMtdA. ucfa
I.
£ Q/nd.OMurfr

Tt?Ct
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liBii
EAT AND OFT

GAS
At 

Doyle Cornegy Pomiiy

Co-Hi o

Charge you' meal on 
any maiO' goiolm« 
company <f*W c<xd

Where Vou 1 // W/'n Friends
and influence Your Food

FAMILY 
RESTAURANT

Reol OLf 0 is served with oil meals at Doyle Carnegy Family Restaurants.

There i a Doyle CarfWfly
Family RtStOUiOnl ;incJ i:

Doyle Cafitrgx RED
BED,M MOTEL ..
yaw i<nQt#t iQivo Indi 
ana. Kokomo Fort 
Vtoyne, fe"* HovJe. I*- 
non Mafloon Karv 
koke*. Ohio Toledo. 
Ajhfahu'o Mar ton. 
Sandmky

BREAKFAST
TwoEtjysAnyStyie .... .......................... $2.25
TwoEgg^AnyOfhefStyte...........,™.,.....--,... . $2.60
Or* Egg...............™.™............. $1 -75
NoEygs.................. .... ... ....... ...$1.35

From the Griddle
Served with Real V&mottf Elm Syrup

Kettle Cotes....... ...... .................................. $2.15
Golden Toasted Whiffles.............................. $2.35
French and Indon Toad ................................ $2.60

Side Orders 
Mexican Bacon........................................... $ .85
BamSousage .....rt ... iw.»..............^.......... $ .85
HomBaHs... . ............................................. ...$ .85
*•* : f iHijjn «rved w* htMhfakxJt potmoes. Ofeoed loatf nncf rn

Xi<tt'lllov* egg* "^'"''*X- face Up"—dtlttiovi frt»d eggt with
tttrxclate unit* fuc*i tOofc»d tight on lh#m 1230

the> TooittttUi
Beverage-flavored Drinks

BIG LARGE

11 Up

Molted water .

$.70 
$.40 $.70 
-$.50 $.80 
$.50 $.80

MAIN DISHES
Foodstew ................................................. $2.95
French-fried land shrimp................................. $3.25
Italian Swiss Cobny steak.. ......................... $3.80

Vegetables 
Vecjetabtes............. ... .............. $ .30

Sandwich Platters 
Meatburger.......................................... ...... $1.95
Tomato salad sandwich. ............ v ................. ...$1.80

Think Slim
Ftesh toasted burger bun without the burger 
Served with gofocie cheese. .......... ...... $2.10

For the Kiddies 
CtownBurger~3-oz. patty of ground clown . $1.55

AM

J2.IO

233,420 Flavors of (ce Creom 
Including:

Tuna 
Tobacco

Cone......
Sundae..

Iced Tea 
Beer Nut

JellO 
Mayonnatse

Salad 
Butter
$.50 
$.73

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



U2 Wopsh,re Blvd Dayton Oh,o

"BRING A BIG STOMACH/

$2.75

.
Boneless chicken riddled 
with "bullets" of hot 
sausage

APPETIZERS
Young Scampi Dehnguentina $2 50 Chicken Scarfaci alia Capone . $4 25 

Tough young shrimp, grilled fjrtmztw^ ,-*,—/-— -•-••• 
till they crack

Clams Pacino .............
Clams Pacmo-style Chicken Tiparillo 

Hot Manifesto (for two) ....... $5.5O Bonrtiwi ***
Shrimp Scumbaggi ........ ,..$2.75

Tiny breaded frozen shrimp,
buried under a mound of
breadcrumbs, top/yed with
seasoned bread crumbs 

Mussels Stallone ...

PASTA
Fici alia Bambina .........

fecos " m salt and

$1.25

$2.5O

Fiti alia Congole ............. $2.75
' 'L ittlB feet" in congole sauce 

Titi alia Nipolo .............. $3.00
"Little tits" with ycirhc, oil.
and hot gravy 

Pipi con Srodo ............
"Littlepenises"in yellow
broth

Fagatini..................
"Little queers " in a light,
airy sauce 

Mussolini .................
"Little dictators"in a hoevy
sauce

......... $5.25
is chicken stuffed with

baby cigars and r/cotta cheese 
Chicken Colostomi ........... $5.25

Chicken cooked in a pouch,
served in a bag 

Chicken ~
Cr.
ligi 

Chicken
Ch 

Imbrogli'
Ck
chi
m .
Gig 

Chicken:

$3,25

$3.75

$4.5O

ENTREES
Veal Damone ........ . .

Vft&l, olives, anchovies, tight 
hulhs

Veal Mona.Lisa ..............
Smiling voa/ chops, lightly 
brushed vvith oil, framed 
with Giai:onda-style potatoes

Veal Castrati ...............
Tender young high-pitched 
veal, with a sweet sauce

Veal Pepitone ..............
Tender tot/pees of veal, 
blown dry at your table

$5.95

$6.25

$6.25

$7.25

wit
sac

Chicken " 
Sot 
stu, 
ncc

Chicken C 
Chn 
ser\.

Chicken C 
Chn

PIZZA , 
SC

Sausage, /; 
peppers, n 
anchovies, 
carrots, en 
whole fillet 
boiled pot a 
butter, sppi 
ton . .

"A Meal it

110 Chinatown Sfl<

APPET1ZEW
'Golden Shower Pork... .................. ~....... 1.95
Wonderful Delirfous Crazy Mi*ed*Up 
Ch«ken ............................................... 2.25
Thouiond-Yeor-Old Ration Eggi,
Any Style ! Aged at least 30 doyi}... ........ 2.95

MAIIO
Surprising Flavors Beef, with Aromatic
Brown Sauce and Abolone.-- ................. 4.95

* Dried Souteed Celbphone Strip* in 
Hot Hot Ho) Sauce ..^............................ 3.95
Velvet Breait of Chicken, Twke
Squeezed............................................ 3.50
Sweel and Sour Tree Slugi.................... 3-50
Mined Srx> Shu Vegetables on Sizzling 
QuiltedRic«.......................................... 2.95

HOUSES
• * 'Twtce Che*ed Lobiter in Hmmg Souce... 6.95Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



"Make the Steak Pits your pit stop fora 
speedway full of food."

UNLIMITED ACCESS TO OUR GIANT 
SALAD INFIELD. FREE SALAD RAKE 
AND HEAVY-DUTY DISPOSABLE SALAD 

AT EVERY TABLE.

I

THE STARTING LINE
APPETIZERS AND SOUPS

Chilled Vegetable Cup.......................,......$ .95
Shrimp Hiball......... ..,................................$ .95

Deep Dish Soup 
With homemade deep dishes................. .$1.10

Dinner Roll Soup
Chunks of hot white bread swimming in 

melted butter............................................%\.QQ

' TOO to! to Ml

Oon$l.cri*,.iW'.HI«(*r.«8» 
ttwiy fount «* f^,

To all •mployeai: Go Wath Opp
~ Ih«Mooo»«m»nl

^nese Food
(t, New York, N.Y.

SOUPS
Sharkskin Soup .................................... 1.25

Bird Drop Soup.......,,,,,,..,,.,.,..,,,,,,..,,,.... \ 35

"Hot and Heavy Soup ............................. 95
Tang/ Spicy Barbecued
Shrimp Rib*.............,,...,....,..........,., 2.95

USHES
Fresh Steaming Bean Turd...................... 3.25
Slippery Noodlei in WerSouce............... 2.95

Hairy Chicken........................................ 4.25

*fuk Yu Tu (Selected wholeblowfish, 
souteed with chunks of bamboo and 

monkey ear, blown at your table)......,...... 5.95
'' W0ng Dork Dong (Double hung sliced

pork, with gum bolls onditicky rice)......... 4.95

Mixed Ble»ir>g. ................................... 3.95

iCIALTIES
* ' Ding Ding Ding (for IwoJ......... ............... 4.95

General Hung loWj Ruptured Duck ........ 5.95

11.10 

E .85

M.oo
51.00 

S .95 

£ .95

1.75 

$1.75 

$8.35 

$8.85

it 
$7.50

mSWtGHlAWff
ENTREES

Roast Leg of Lamb....................................$5.45
Roast Rest of Lamb.........:.............—..-..-$8.95

Turf and Trough Special (for 2)
Lobster and Roast Pork Dinner

Cftoose your lobster from our live lobster
tank; choose your pork roast from our live

pigpen... ......,............................................$18.00
Steak au Salt and Poivre
Sirloin steak with salt and

pepper.............. ......................................... $8.35
New York Cut Steak 

Aged right on Fifth Avenue. ....................,.$8.85
Corn-Fed Iowa Skirt Steak

Served with the same delicious corn it
was fedon................................................... $7.50

T-BoneTartare
fender delicious, uncooked

T-bone steak.. ........................................ .....$7.50
Four-Foot-High Tower of Steak 

Eighty-two pounds of prime beef. Eat it all 
and get another one free....................

Chtli Mtgnon 
Red-hot Indian-style lima bean chiii

with big juicy chunks of 
filletmignon steak in it.......................

Pizza Steak
Pizza-sized porterhouse steak 

with mushrooms, sausages, pepperoni. extra 
crteese, and anchovies...........................$10.95

THE SPIN-OUT
SIDE ORDERS

Our Own Famous Foot-Long French Fries 
(or foot-long hash browns).. ..,.................$ .85
Giant Limb of Broccoli..............................$1.00
Creamed Beans ........................................$ .95

THE CHECKERED FLAB
DESSERTS

Calorie Cake..............................................$1.75
Pound Pie a la Mode 

with chocolate or vanilla mode ...............$1.75

9th In downtown Indianapolis

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



The evolution of the revolution.
The new Bose 901 Series IV Direct/Reflecting" speaker.
When Bose introduced the orig 
inal 901® speaker, high-fidelity 
critics around the world hailed its 
revolutionary approach to sound 
reproduction.
"Bose has, in a single giant step, 
produced one of the finest 
speaker systems ever made." 
(USA)
"The orchestra is there in front 
and the atmosphere of the con 
cert hall all around." (Belgium)
"Bose contains more technical 
innovations than any other 
speaker of the past 20 years." 
(Austria)
"... sets new standards for loud 
speaker music reproduction." 
(France)

Now the 901® has evolved. Again. 
Introducing the Bose 901 Series 
IV Direct/Reflecting® speaker 
system. With new equalizer con 
trols that consider your room as 
part of the speaker design. And 
a new answer to the problem of 
choosing an amplifier.
It is a known fact that moving a 
speaker just a few feet in a room 
will alter its performance. And 
that the variances in a speaker's 
performance from one living 
room to the next can be vast. This 
is a problem all speakers have 
regardless of design. Except one.
A new approach to the study of 
listening room acoustics and an 
ambitious survey of many actual 
listening rooms has resulted in 
new equalizer controls for the 
Bose 901 IV. These controls allow 
you to simultaneously adjust 
several bands of frequencies in a 
precise manner to match the per

formance of the 901 IV to your 
room. In a way that cannot be 
duplicated even with an expensive 
graphic equalizer.
As a result, the 901 Series IV
Speakers perform as well in the
living room as in the demonstra- •
tion room. . ~
Were our
engineers
to design
a speaker
Specifically -
for your liv- :
ing room, you.-
would not get " -
better sound
than you do '
when you
properly adjust
the equalizer /:
controls on the
Bose 901 Series IV.
And the 901 IV provides a simple 
answer to the problem oi choosing 
the power rating of your amplifier 
or receiver. Choose any amplifier 
you wish. The 901IV provides 
surprisingly loud sound with as 
little as 10 watts per channel. Yet it 
is durable enough for us to remove 
all power limitations on the 901 IV. 
There is no power limit. Period.'
With these new improvements, the 
Bose 901 IV gives you a flexibility 
no other speaker can. You can 
place the 901IV in almost any 
room and get the life-like, spa 
cious sound for which the 901IV

• Direct/Reflect- / 
- «.«*P~ ing'ri) speaker is 

famous. And you 
can match it to 
virtually any 
amplifier.
We think that 
once you hear the 
new Bose 901 
IV Direct/Reflect- 
ing'BJ speaker, 
you'll agree. The 

« revolution has 
evolved.

'There is a powei limil in commercial applications For information, contact fJoseCuslonicr Service.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



by Gahan Wilson

I. It isn't easy frying to enjo 
ing in a fancy restaurant; itVmSt 
even easy finding them, because 
they only have teeny signs so peo 
pic like you will pass them by.

2. Then their doormen tend to 
concentrate on regular patrons, so 
you should be prepared for a few 
initial rebuffs.
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4. The owner, who you have just seen warmly 
greet several patrons, will leave hurriedly so 
as not to have to stand close to you. It's noth 
ing personalj it's just that he doesn't like your 
type.

3. You will notice, as you hand your coat and hat over to the 
girl in the checkroom, that they look much dirtier and shabbier 
than you remembered.

8, True, you may not find yourself placed in 
the most desirable sector out-of-town con 
ventioneers and U.N. representatives from

7. ...and if you find yourself being placed in an area where the clien 
tele are no longer able to clearly enunciate their pleas for service, 
be prepared to give him at least twice what you pressed on him at 
the entrance at once.

9. It probably won't take you long to 
realize your waiter is indifferent, but 
if you keep repeating your order in 
a firm, clear tone, he will in time write 
it down and even take it to the kitchen 
and have it filled.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



5. The mattre d' will walk you hurriedly past 
the better tables, but this is just as well, since, 
nobody in that area would be able to bear 
being near you.

6. If he tends to lead you away from those parts of the 
restaurant Ut by electricity, you may not have been sufficiently 
generous in his initial tip...

obscure third world nations are a tip-off 
you are not but you should constantly 
hope that things will work out for the best.

10. It is probably best not even to try to 
talk to the busboy.

11. If the wine the waiter has selected for you comes out of 
the bottle in little clots, it will probably best contribute to the 
enjoyment of the rest of your meal by being left strictly alone.
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12. An incompetent waiter can often be gotten 
rid of by having him prepare dangerously spec 
tacular dishes, such as duck with flaming 
cherries...

13.... even though his replacement may be equally
disappointing.

14. Attempt to take the check as calmly as possible, 
in order to avoid strokes and other seizures.

15. And remember as you leave that 
whatever has actually happened at 
the restaurant is not the important 
thing at all; what counts is the effect 
your having been there will have on 
those of your friends and Loved ones 
who have been too timid to try it 
out for themselves. D

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



TEN POPULAR 
AMERICAN CANDIES
If. like most of us. you haven't
been keeping up with the
candy business, here are a
few current bestsellers:
Baffle Bar
Everlasting Gobstopper
Chee Wee
Crazy Mixed Up Kids
Groove Grape Stix
Chocolate Cartoon Funnies
Lotsa Loot
Nice Mice
Grape Sand
String-a-Zings

EIGHT POPULAR 
AMERICAN BREAKFAST
CEREALS
And if you haven't been 
keeping up with breakfast 
cereals, here are some avail 
able selections: 
Kaboorn 
Frankenberry 
Booberry
Orange Quangaroos 
Baron von Redberry 
Fruity Babbles 
Chocolate Pebbles 
Captain Crunch 

Crunchberry

WHAT YOU WILL HAVE
HAD TO EAT IF YOU 
LIVE TO BE SEVENTY
7,000 pounds of

refined sugar 
3,850 pounds of

fats and oils 
14,000 sticks of gum 
1,400 gallons of

ice cream
1.260 pounds of candy 
4,410 doughnuts 
3,500 pounds of

cookies and cake 
140 pounds of potato

chips and pretzels 
20.000 eggs 
12 sheep 
14 cattle 
23 hogs 
2 calves 
1,000 fish

35 turkeys
880 chickens
(Total weight: 36,750 pounds)

SPACE PROGRAM 
FOODS THAT HAVE 
BECOME A PART OF 
OUR DAILY DIET
Tang

FOUR THINGS FOUND 
IN ICE CREAM
Dried cheese whey (cheese 
waste product) 
Air {up to 50 percent) 
Diethyl glycol (also found in

antifreeze and paint
remover)
Propylene glycol alginate (an
ingredient in germicides and
paint remover-banned by
PDA in 1942, reapproved for
use in I960)

TWO RECIPES
Muskrat
Remove skin and fat from 
hams of six muskrats. Poach 
for one hour. Saute one half 
cup of minced onions in two 
tablespoons of butter. Drain 
and dry the muskrat hams,

Tasting Is Believing, Part I

"If you operate a hospital, school, senior citizen home—any in 
stitution that must be ready to serve come-what-may. Sky.Lab 
Meals provide an economical solution that will be greeted by 
cheers by those who are with you when an emergency strikes." 
 Sky-Lab Meals brochure.

add onions and brown. Serve
with creamed celery.
Source: Joy of Cpoking
Communion Wafers
Ingredients:
2 cups whole wheat flour
'/, tsp. salt
'/, CUP Oil

V, cup water

Mix ingredients in bowl until
thick. Knead and roll very
thin. Cut into 1" squares.
Bake in a medium oven until
golden brown. Serve with
wine.
Source: People's Almanac

FORTY SOFT DRINKS 
PEOPLE WERE 
DRINKING IN 1957
1208
Alert
Apple Jackie
Billion Bubble
Tall Corn
Twang
Vanti IVPi-A
Warni
Wise-Up . ..
Zimba
Tru-Ade
Smack Punch
Scoffee
Spike It
Squeeze .'
Smile
Pick-Upper
Korker
Laff ' '
Dub-I.-Valu
El Porto
Cleo-Cola
Creme Puncho
Good Grape
Good Service
Hi-Y-Ee
Hoot Mon
Hydrocol
Kornmix
0-So-Grape . ;
One Mor
Vel-Vo
Veko
Quiky
Roo-Bee

con tinned
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continued
Fooks
Kreemo
Cardinal Nectar
B-l
Lix

TWO DOG FOOD 
STORIES
When word reached a large 
American food company that 
the line of canned stews that 
had failed to catch on with 
the pnhlic was the favorite 
dish of a famous Hollywood 
canine star, the company de 
cided to go into the dog food 
business. They modified 
their packing line so that a 
chew biscuit was dropped 
into each can, they changed 
the name of the product and 
signed up the dog star to do 
the commercials. The new 
dog food was an immediate 
hit with dogs and remains so 
today. Meanwhile, research 
ers who attempted to iden 
tify the American dog food 
market were unable to ac 
count for 2 percent of it. 
They found only 98 percent 
of dog food purchasers ac 
tually owned dogs. So, in an 
effort to capture the entire 
market, more than one dog 
food company has run ads in 
inner city areas stating 
prominently that their prod 
ucts contain "100 percent 
beef!'
Source: An (understandably) 
anonymous advertising 
executive.

CHOKING TO DEATH, 
THE FOOD MOST 
PEOPLE CHOKE TO 
DEATH ON, AND THREE 
PERSONS WHO HAVE 
DIED BECAUSE THEY 
CHOKED TO DEATH 
More people choke to death 
on food than die from plane 
crashes, lightning, firearms 
accidents, or snakebites. 
Steak is the number one 
killer, followed by hard- 
boiled eggs, lobster tails, 
sausage, clams, turkey, and 
bread. The average chunk of 
food extracted from the

windpipe of a dead food vic 
tim is the size of a pack of 
cigarettes, and the dead food 
victim is rarely a Negro. 
Ethel Kennedy's sister-in-law, 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek's 
brother, and ex-baseball 
player Jimmy Foxx each 
choked on food and died. 
Source: Time Magazine

COMMON PROCEDURES 
AND PRACTICES IN THE 
RESTAURANT
BUSINESS
If you haven't damaged your 
pat of butter beyond repair, it 
is either re-served or melted 
down for cooking or seafood. 
Uneaten bread becomes 
breadcrumbs. Unbruised or 
slightly punctured cherry to 
matoes are rinsed and reused 
in new salads. The milk you 
leave behind becomes the 
next day's soup. If the waiter. 
b u s b o y. or d i s h w a s h e r 
doesn't seize upon your left 
over steak, it goes into the 
stew, the soup, or becomes a 
crepe. Dishwashers wash 
dishes for approximately fif 
teen seconds at 180 degrees; 
thirty seconds and thirty-two 
degrees less than it takes to 
sterilize same. Dropped meat 
is brushed off by the grill 
chef before serving. Pork ten

derloin is represented on the 
menu as veal, margarine as 
butter, and frozen as fresh,
Source: A prominent and 
(again, understandably) anon 
ymous chef in Aspen.
HITLER'S FAVORITE 
FOODS
Asparagus
Artichokes, artichoke hearts 

with cream sauce

Cauliflower 
Spinach 
Spaghetti
Chocolates (up to two pounds 

a day)

HITLER'S REGULATION 
FOR THE HUMANE 
KILLING OF CRABS 
AND LOBSTERS
Adolf Hitler, who had a spe 
cial affection for animals. 
signed three separate laws 
governing their protection 
and treatment during his 
first months in office. One of 
Hitler's regulations, dated 
January 14, 1936, com 
manded in part: "Crabs, lob 
sters. and other crustaceans 
are to be killed by throwing 
them in rapidly boiling 
water. When feasible, this 
should be clone individually." 
Source: The Psychopathic

lasting Is Believing, Part II

Something is going on here having to da with two minor chil 
dren advancing toward each others' mouths along the length of 
a bread-jacketed tube of hog snouts, ears, eyes, feet, and hair, 
and insect scale dye, and possibly a rooster. We don't know what 
is going to happen next, and we don't want to find out.

God Adolf Hitler, Basic 
Books, Inc.

HOW SARDINES MUST
BE PACKED IN THE 
STATE OF MAINE TO 
QUALIFY AS TANCT
"EXTRA-STANDARD," OR 
"STANDARD"
"The sardines should be 
properly dovetailed, i.e., 
heads and tails are alter 
nately placed adjacent to one 
end of the can. The tails 
must be depressed below the 
top surface or hidden as fai" 
as possible on large fish, but 
not over the head end of the 
adjacent fish. The head end 
of the sardine must be lo 
cated within \.," of the can 
wall. Improper dovetailing 
or overfilling that results in 
mechanically damaged fish 
from can cover pressure is 
included as a dovetailing 
defect."

TWO NEW FOOD 
INVENTIONS
Science has finally created 
canned lettuce that stays 
good for a whole month and 
a square tomato that can be 
dropped from six feet with 
out bruising.

NINE THINGS THE 
GOVERNMENT WILL 
ALLOW A PROCESSOR 
TO PUT IN A CAN OF 
PEAS IF HE WANTS TO 
Disodium inosinate 
Disodium guanylate 
Sodium carbonate 
Sodium bicarbonate 
Sodium hydroxide 
Magnesium carbonate 
Calcium hydroxide 
Magnesium oxide 
Butter

True Food 
Masthead

Edited by Tod Carroll 
Written by John Hughes and 
Tod Carroll 
Photo research: Bill Moseley
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Giant Food, Self-Propelled
Weiners are perhaps the most well-known self-propelled food, having evolved over 
a period of forty-four years. The earliest weiner had an International chassis, and 
was powered by a four-cylinder International engine. The thirteen-foot $r>,000 unit 
was modified with a cockpit canopy in 1950. Second generation weiners, longer and 
more arced than the original, were mounted on Dodge Metros. The first fiberglass 
weiner surfaced on a bun in 1958, fitted to a Chevrolet camper. By the mid-sixties, 
weiners were twenty-two feet long and worth $20.000 each. They had -15-1 Chevro 
let motors, llearst linkages, and Chevrolet Step-van chassis.

I he firs! fiberglass twiner was created in
tins mold, in Vladison. Wisconsin. 1957

other vehicular hods have ap 
peared in ffiis hemisphere. f'cp-O-M/'nf 
had ii l-"(ird chassis. Milk was grafted to 
I'orti am} Dodge pickups, while vegetable 
juice and eliciting gum tcere entirely cus 
tomised. Vegetable juice had a Mustang 
engine, (-inn had a Wankel.

.
irliicli. it mil af>f>fi>i-iali' unusual untl rxtranrdinary 
iiniiinwliili-\ *s ntirtli sukscrtbiut; I" nl: !'<> liux IK

TUTI? t?Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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X'
WING FROMm?

It's so much like hamburger, these finicky eaters can't tell the differ 
ence. Anyway, it almost is! It looks like ground beef, has a realistic texture 
similar to food, and a penetrating aroma designed to bolster that impression.

Senior Vittles® also contains plenty of the same rich beef 
byproduct generally spread on gardens, plus vegetable 
material and valuable minerals, such as iron filings and tin.

And the cost is as surprising as the taste. That's why 
Senior Vittles1' is the number one choice of America's 
homes, hospitals, and institutions.

Senior Vittles - burger food. Available in soft, Senior Vittles® 
chewable original style or new Western Blend.® They can take it if you'11 dish it out.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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FOODS OF M>
by John Hughes, Ted Mann, John Weidman, P, J, O'Rourke, Tod Carrol!, Ellis Weiner, Danny Abelson, and Gerald Sussmai

CANADA
Canada has been called the white- 

breadbasket of the world. Her vast 
prairies produce bountiful crops of 
grains and livestock, while the peace 
ful farms of the maritime provinces 
and the fertile river valleys of British 
Columbia provide dairy foods in 
abundance. But even with this corn 
ucopia of comestibles overflowing 
into every supermarket, the Canadian 
diet is somewhat bland. Seasoning is 
unknown, as is any cooking process 
beyond boiling. So accustomed has 
the Canadian palate become to bland- 
ness that an attempt to introduce tho 
popsiclc failed when the first cus 
tomer hurled a stick to the fl6or in 
disgust, claiming that the powerful 
cherry flavor hurt his mouth.

Nevertheless, traces of foreign cui 
sine sometimes appear in fancier Ca- 
nadian restaurants. For instance, 
boiled ham is occasionally served 
with a ring of steamed pineapple 
aboard, and sometimes, a small bou 
quet of parsley accompanies an egg 
dish. Last year, however, a terrified 
Vancouver restaurateur, after observ 
ing an American eat the garnish, 
forced him to drink glass after glass of 
water until the exotic leaf was 
regurgitated

Canadians, when they arc forced to 
fly airlines other than their own, can 
easily be spotted as they clutch their 
throats and call for emergency water 
to quench the fiery veal parmesan 
sauce. Kentucky Fried Chicken fran 
chises north of the border serve food 
boiled only in a floury dough, as Ca 
nadian customs refuses to admit the 
eleven secret herbs and spices. T.M.

A Traditional Canadian Recipe
Meat and Potatoes with Vegetables

Boil meat, potatoes, and vegeta 
bles for four hours. Serve with white 
bread and milk.

INDIA
Custom and tradition strongly in 

fluence Indian food. The rigid social 
order determines who may eat what 
and how much he may eat. The upper 
classes arc free to feast upon lentils, 
rice, frogs, sardines, cotton Madras 
shirts, and millet, while the lowest 
classes gain nourishment only by lick 
ing food off the lips and chins of 
wealthy children.

A powerful fruit and vegetable 
lobby has kept meat consumption to a 
minimum by deifying animals. This 
results in a meatless diet for most In 
dians. In coastal regions, fish are abun 
dant and in great variety. They are 
caught, smothered with spices und 
curries, and cooked in insect butter 
until the taste is obliterated, and are 
then fed to monkeys and cows and 
other holy figures while the fishermen 
dine modestly upon a runny, un 
cooked dough called mhei, which is 
eaten with the feet. The Indians love 
curry. It doesn't matter to them what 
they curry just so they curry. And 
there is seldom any food to curry, so it 
is not uncommon to see street ven 
dors making curries of wads of news 
paper or, especially in the Bangalore 
region, to find people dunking their 
hands in curry sauces and then gnaw 
ing on their own flesh.

Indian bread, or rod, is unleavened 
and made from whole wheat, which is 
mixed into a dough and thrown into a 
funeral fire until it is charred and 
brittle. In more recent times, roti has 
been made by laying dough 
across overheated 
bus and auto 
engine, /^M BRAZIL, DURING"

CARNIVAL, WE WEAR OUR 
FOOV ON OUR HEADSAND

FILL OUR BELLIES WITH
DANCING 8YfEASTING ON

BEAUTY WITH OUR
EYES!

WE SIMPLE, HAPPY
DUTCH FOLK SERVE ALL OUR

FOOV IN SHOES....
MMMMM...

"FOODS OF MANY
NATIONS." HERE, HAVE A

CLOG FULL OF ICE
SKATE SOUP. ER.NO 

THANK YOU.
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NATIONS
Indians are very fond of sweets. 

Coconut and sugar are mixed into a 
paste and rolled into balls that are 
stuffed into the cheeks of sweets 
hawkers and sold warm and gooey. 
Among the more affluent Indians a 
hot afternoon is often spent in the 
garden eating beehives. Sugared 
lumps of river mud, called rtruma, are 
also a favorite treat.

No Indian meal is complete with 
out mungee, a bitter-tasting leaf that is 
chewed and spit into the lap after a 
meal. The leaf supposedly contains 
antibiotic properties that counteract 
the ill effects of the food while cleans 
ing the mouth and making the breath 
smell like feet, which the Indians 
enjoy Mnce their religion holds that 
the foot is the temple of the soul. J.H.

A Traditional Indian Recipe
Wheat and Powdered Milk Paste

An old favorite Indish dish adapted 
from a traditional British Red Cross 
Emergency Relief Corps recipe 
(serves fifty).

Mix 5 Ibs. milled wheat, 16 oz.
powdered milk, 

„ ,. , J gallons
IN SPAIN, THE BULL. ?\ water,

and 1 tbsp. curry powder in a sixty- 
five-gallon oil drum and heat. Gar 
nish with salt.

MEXICO
Because a substantial portion of 

Mexico is stiflingly hot, impenetrable 
jungle, broken or otherwise barely 
habitable, native food resources are 
limited primarily to the/anta. a bright 
orange, spiked cactus that is at the 
core of most all Mexican cooking. Its 
outer skin is rolled into flat disks 
called cholcheckinchds, and wrapped 
around a filling (quolchotzlckolckotzl) 
of Tootsie Rolls, chocolate cupcakes, 
Orange Crush, sugar cookies, beef in 
testines, and limes. Raw fantd extract, 
considered the national liquid, is the 
base for Bomg-Boin^, Pop-Pop, Panky- 
Panky, Bing-Bong, Tico-Loco, Ayiiii'., 
and several other popular beverages.

As evinced by the Cookie del Sucar 
Acto Estandardizatit'm Federate de 197), 
sugar cookies (quinclullacholla) enjoy a 
particularly elevated status in the 
Mexican diet. Manufactured and

imported under 
contract with

and Bakery Corp., they are sold at 
subsidized prices through government 
cookie agencies everywhere in the 
country.

Water (chochaqolque) is now an ac 
cepted staple. A modern chemical 
breakthrough, Pine-Sol, has enabled 
officials to disinfect over 35 percent of 
the nation's rivers and streams, while 
home Pine-Sol purification units 
make it possible for rural families to 
serve water on a regular basis. An 
other common offering is quich- 
ichongolchancha— literally, "food of the 
comic book." Drawings of various 
dishes are presented in comic books, 
which may be consumed by the page 
as entrees, or in combinations as a 
complete meal. Mexico's favorite food 
comics are La Epicurismo GrandeStek 
Cuba am Coca Superior, Ave'nmmmo en 
Restaurante Azul Plato Especial, and 
Senor Yum Yum y Classics del Comida.

T.C.

A Traditional Mexican Recipe
Hamburguesaal Choco-shake 
Trans-Am

Mix Vi lb. ground animal, Vz Ib. 
flour, '/2 lb. corn, Vz lb. beans, Vz 
lb. peppers, l/z Ib. cheese, and l/2 lb. 
Chiclets in skillet; fry at 1750 degrees 
until black

HOW DO YOU SAY... HE IS 
DEATH. HE IS ALSO 

LUNCH.
HOW DO YOU LIKE

YOUR BULL'S EARS?
MEDIUM RARE?

CONSTANTLY JO EVEN 
THINK ABOUT FOOD.

HOW. I'M AN AMERICAN 
INDIAN. HOW ABOUT A 

DOG STEAK?
GOSH, UH, THAT'S 

TERRIFIC, BUT COULD I 
TAKE A RAIN CHECK? 
I MEAN, I'M REALLY

PRETTY HUNGRY.
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andrisiid.Mix 1/: ijt-Milk of Magnesia 
with 1/? Ib. Hershev's chocolau.'-
shakc.and pour into skillet. Let stand 
for scventytwo hours. Fop with sugar 
cookie sprinkles, black chocolate 427 
Pontiac Trans-Am figurine. Serves 
sixteen.

JAPAN
Some people \vi!l e;ii anvihim;. Spe 

cifically, the Japanese. Squid livers, 
chicken lungs, filler of sperm whale 
prick...you name it. Mostly lish, but 
any goddamn thing'll do. There's only 
one requirement, only one thing ihev 
insist on when they sit down at the 
dinner trough and ban;; their tinv 
fists (or food. Whatever crap the little 
bugger- eat, they've got to ear it raw 
Don't a^k me why, hue over there in 
Rising Sun Land, "cooking" is consid 
ered unclean and distrusting, roughlv 
equi\'alent to our shitting in a bowl o! 
Wheaties. Anyway-beet, pork, pi 
mento loaf, a great bi» bay of blue- 
green boomer--, it vou want ju-t serve 
it raw and Tokyo Rose will eat it up 
and send you back for second 1-. JAY

A Traditional Japanese Recipe
Hideyoshi's Venerated and Divine 
Magoro Tuna Kamakura

Catch a fish.
Eat it.
Get the message? It you like sour 

steak 1- well done, siav out of foLvo, 
Jack.

CHINA
The principal ingredient in Chi 

nese cuisine is rice, and all the other

ingredients are, too. Rice is pretty 
much all they've. got. and has been 
since they ran out of rats and dogs at 
the beginning ot the Manchvi dynasty. 
They used to eat some grass and bark, 
(HIT they ran out o/ that, too, anJ now 
all they eat is rice.

It'- a well known fact that such 
famous Chinese dishes as chop suey 
and chow mein were invented in 
America. What's less well-known is 
thai all the rest ol the Chinese food 
we eat was invented here, too. Twice- 
Incd soup, beel ot a couple flavors, 
hot and spicy check tor two all were 
dreamed up by Jewish restaurant 
owners after the Second World War. 
In China, it's rice or nothing usually 
nothm- P-J. &G.S.

Two Traditional Chinese 
Recipes

Rice
Grow 115,200 metric tons of rice. 
Serves 852,500,000.

No Rice
Fail to grow 115,200 metric tons of 

rice. 
Starves iS52,500,000.

FRANCE
French lood is a trick a mean trick 

that very wealthy descendants ol old 
aristocratic families play on people 
who jusr i>or their money. "Yum. 
yum, yum," the aristocrats will say to 
some unsuspecting yid who just made 
a million in men's socks. "We rich 
people sure love big plates Kill of 
cheese that stinks

like people's feet! Don't we, Izzy?"
"l_'h...er...oh, yes!" says lz:y. "Sure 

we Jo! You bet! Waiter, another plate 
of cheese that smells like people's 
feet!" So it goes, much to the amu.se- 
menrofthc privileged few. And some 
particularily stupid members of the 
iiom-euux riches (the Kennedys, for in 
stance) have been tooled into dining 
on this swill for as many as four 
generations.

It is as cruel a jest as lias ever been 
played. Consider the makeup of 
French food. The only meat they get 
is from horses, and only then when 
the horse has died after years of ill- 
use in unthinkable acts in the sex 
shows that crowd the back alleys of 
Paris (which also explains the shape 
of their bread loaves). And truffles? 
Truffles are a fungus mold that grows 
on rotting stuff underground. Truffles 
are so disgusting that the French can 
use pigs to dij; them up because even a 
pig won't eat truffles. A more sensible 
nation, of course, would let the 
fungus root in the dirt and eat the pig, 
but that is impossible in France be 
cause pigs are so highly valued as the 
ater critics tor the evening papers. 
And then there is pate. Pate is made 
from things of which no white man 
speaks in mixed company. Even such 
fanatic consumer advocates as Ralph 
N'ader do not call for the packagers of 
pate to list their ingredients on the 
can. What it some innocent child read 
the label.' He could be done irre,pa- 
rable psychic harm.

No, the aristocratic rich do not eat
on 1'Ugn 52

AW, FUCK IT.
MAKE ME A

HAMBURGER....

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



The Food Section of the
National Lampoon

Where
A Restaurant That 
Doesn't Serve Food
ByTedWinkleman

r Yard looks like any other small, run-down 
New York eatery, with its horrible collection of grease- 

covered paintings, odd-matching cutlery, waiters who don't 
speak English, and tall skinny women and short bald men 
hunched over wobbly tables. It's just like a thousand other 
restaurants until you open the menu   Stationery Salad, 
Wallpaper Flambe. Boiled Cotton Batting   there's no food 
served. At least not food in my part of the country,

The 525,00 prix fixe menu includes dishwater soup, salad 
of shredded construction paper and 0 rings in a light house 
hold oil. marinated filet of foam pillow with cedar shavings 
in nontoxic laundry ink. sauteed sponge, and for dessert. 
tiny frozen Teddy bears in pine tar. My wife enjoyed broiled 
Hush Puppy Slip-On. foot powder consomme, steamed elm 
bark, and pebbles. We shared a bottle of mouth wash (Scope).

The tastes were unique. The textures were challenging. 
The feeling of eating something other than food was oddly 
thought-provoking. But why? "We have such an abundance 
of food. We eat food every day from crib to coffin." David 
Duckbcin. owner of the Lumber Yard, explains. "This is a 
different taste, something new lo put into our months and 
pass through our bodies. It's exciting." It's a cuisine that's 
certainly not for every day. but once in awhile, it's a 
welcome respite from the food treadmill that, for good or 
bad. we living creatures find ourselves trapped on.

Rating the 
Canned Wines
By Mark Leaf

WWow do you select a good canned wine? What do 
^f ̂  you look for? There arc hundreds of brands of 
canned wine, and obviously not all of them are suitable or 
even passable. Here's what you should be on the alert for 
when you buy a six-pack of wine:
1. Good, dependable pop tops thai will open every time.
2. Good price. Don't lie fooled into paying over $2.00 for 

a six-pack of domestic or $2.50 for a half dozen imported.
3. A strong winey smell.
4. Easy swallowing with no pain.
5. Good, flavorful belches.

We've rated the seven top sellers in the canned wine 
category. Our experts took a swig of each variety, swished it 
around their mouths, gargled with it, and then spit it out in 
[he parking lot. They then cleared their mouths with Slim, 
Jims before going on to the next can. There's an art to tast 
ing and drinking canned wine. It isn't like guzzling beer  
it's chugging wine.

The Results

Name
Old Red

Dr. Rothschild

Chateau 
Twang! 
0-So-Dri

C hen in Hlanc 
Punch

Type
Carbonated snack wine 

Dry yellow touch wine

Popularly priced burner
wine

Dry-flavored beach wine

l-'ul I-flavored soul wine

Comments
-\ppcalins smell, stains carpels,
dyes lonRuc red.

Ion much character, loo mui h
bouquet, not enough sugar.
Sharp lasle, plcnly of bite, aflertasle
slays (or hours.
Best rhugger on the market, goes
down (asl and easy.
Strong nose, loaded with alcohol.
good going down, hurts coming up.

The Lumber Yard, 59th and Madison Ave., N.Y. No reservations.

Cooking with Gatorade

French Lunch: 
Flaming Sandwiches and Snail Soup

Dinner in Bed
 

Flower Arrangements You Can Eat
• 

Making Microwave Ice Cream

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



'Hot'Food'Line

Q . I've heard that llicre are plans to make il four meals a day instead of
three. What do you know ahout i\? liill Ringlet, Ocean Park. Kans, 

A. There has been a loi o( dchalc in Congress about ii fourth meal, and all 
Ihe legislators can agree upon is the name mejch. They cannot decide 
whether i! should be between lunch and dinner or dinner and bedtime. 
Should il be a fully sanctioned meal or an extended snack? Should it 
borrow dishes from the other meals or should a new set of foods be 
developed? Food-related businesses are obviously pushing for a quick 
resolution lo clear the "'ay for a hill permitting a fourth meal. They point 
out that I he United Nations has long recognized four meals a day.

Q. How can 1 gel our dog to eat salad? 1 think il would be very healthful for 
him. hul he won't go near it. Do you know any special recipes 1 can use 
that would apical lo him? l.cona i'rigcc. ttattlc Creek. Mich.

A. Dogs naturally love salads; as;i mailer of (act. in ihe Tar East, it's (he people 
who eat the horses and the dogs that eat Ihe leaves. Your dofj has been 
watching loo many dog food commercials.

Q. 1 married a Hispanic man, and he loves the native cooking of Puerto Rico. 
I'm jjlad to cook il foi him. bul thai kind of food really smells bad. Il tastes 
okay and il doesn't make you sick; it's just that no mailer what you cook. 
il smells like you're cooking dogs. How can I )[ct rid of the slink? 
Evelyn Fuentcs, Patlerson. N.J.

A. Dow makes a complete line of house smells called Scent of Home. Il comes 
in Baked Dread. Clean Floors. Beef Stew. Thanksgiving, and New Carpel 
scenls. and they're strong enough (o mask even Hispanic cooking odors. 
However, ho sure ami speak to your husband about it — the smell is a pan 
of the appeal of that style of cooking.

Q, I've been rending a lot about baby food lately, and 1 would like to make my 
own. Do 1 need special equipment? Becky Thomson. St. Cloud. Minn.

A. You don't need any special equipment. All you need !o do is make yourself 
a slightly larger meal than usual, and as you eal. occasionally lean over and 
spit Ihe food you have chewed in your mouth into ihe baby's mouth, fie 
sure and give him some variety. You may also dispense with a post-meal 
hot Me by swirling milk around in your mouth until ii is a[ body lemperaiure 
then transfeving it to the toddler. You not only save money and have peace 
of mind knowing that the food is pure and wholesome: your child benefits 
from your enriching mouth enzymes.

The *Home cAbattoir
By Daniel "GM" Brennan

You've heard it a million times it's not the farmer who 
is responsible for the soaring food costs, it's the middleman. 
The ubiquitous middleman is the culprit in the price increase 
spiral. If you can cut him out. you can cut 50 percent of your 
food costs. Granted, it's no easy task growing, harvesting, 
and milling your own grain and producing your own fruit 
and vegetables, but it's certainly within your means to 
process your own meat.

I do all my own slaughtering right out in the garage. It's 
a cinch. I just look up a livestock broker in the phone book 
and order a steer, a hog, or some chickens. I rent a truck, 
go out and pick my order up. and bring it home. If it's beef 
or pork. 1 pin it to the back wall of the garage with the car 
and give it a hop on the noggin with a sledgehammer and go 
to work with my McCullough Eager Beaver chain saw. I 
save the skin for shoes and wallets. We grind up the hooves 
for gelatin. When the cutting's done. I hose out the garage 
and freeze the meat, I save a bundle, have some fun. and 
most important   1 cul out the middleman.

Tommy "Orange Blossom" WNIlfnrrl 
-"The practical advanlagi' of healing 
element cuisine is thai most anyone 
can learn lo use one."

Seating Element Cooking
BYMERlEMfADlOE

Americans profess to a number of proper approaches to food preparation, but no 
single faction is more dedicated than the small group of cooks who specialize in what is 
known as heating element cooking cuisine. It's a simple cuisine built around a coil of metal, 
and has long been popular with students, travelers, and native American folk groups such 
as migrants, hobos, and transients. Master heating element ctiistnier Tommy "Orange 
Blossom" Williford of Charlotte, South Carolina, tells us, 
"Myheating element is my wand. I use it to heat up stew 
and make soup''

Here is Tommy's specialty;

Cup o' Stolen Chicken
I stolen chicken
2/3 tup water

Place water in cup Connect healing element to 
110-volt AC ouilct: immerse metal loop in cup. Disas 
semble chicken. Place section of chicken in cup, Cover 
cup with hook, ashtray- any flat, solid object. Let 
stand for twenty minutes; serve with cracker.

Jim Sheasby ol Arizona State University is another 
healing elcmem expert. His forte is desserts and pas 
tries, as demons)rated by ihis excellent selection, which 
ho calls 1
Hoi Lemon Meringue Pic in a Cup 
2 30-cent Hostess lemon pics 
I can whipped cream 
a/3c,,p wa(cr

Unwrap lemon pies; squeeze contents into cup. 
Place water in cup. Immerse healing element in cup; 
connect power cord to 110-voll AC sockel Adit ivhipped 
cteam. Lcl si am! for Uvetitv minutes', place haiut over

Southern California held hand Butorcl l.nHarron is 
famous lor Ihis inventive health dish: 
Twice- Baked Rolisserie Salad. Cup-si vie 
2 leaves lettuce 
1 small jar mayonnaise 
2/3 cup water

Immerse healing element in mayonnaise jar tor ten 
minutes, he sure lopiufc into 110-voll AC power 
source. Then, lay lieating element across top of cup. 
Hold IcTluce leaves over element, lolaling slowly, 
until both sides are golden hroivn. Place water 
in tup. immerse heating element in cup. Place 
rotissericd Icllucc in cop; pour in preheated 
mayonnaise. Let stand for twenty minutes. 
Serve with coffee.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



The cy41coholic Cook
By Old Frank Beedle

I've always enjoy t-cl macaroni
and clieesc. Since my divorce I've

eaten il on many occasions, includ
ing my birthday, ll's an casy-lo-fix

dish that's inexpensive and a de
licious complement to any cocktail.

Macaroni and Gin
Ingredients ' I]OX Kraft Macartmi ;1 

* I quart of )jin
l)inncr

Mix yourself a nice big cool one and throw it down the hatch 
just to warm up your old rooking muscles. Mix another anil look 
around for some nuts or pretzels or something to snack on white 
you enjoy your cocktails and look forward to the tastes ahead. Cue 
up another drink as soon as you've drained numhcr two and 
number three. Try something fancy, like a gin fizz. Take your 
lime with this one. Savor the flavor, as they say. Next, hunt around 
lor a saucepan. Have a few more pops. 1 like a Martini right after 
I've found the saucepan. If I also locate the wooden spoons. I'll 
have two Martinis. They help me concentrate on my cooking, and 
ihey give me the strength to look around for the macaroni box. 
Your bottle should be just about drained now. Polish il ofi. throw 
the macaroni in the pan. and turn on the heat. Run down to the 
liquor store and pick up another holllc of gin. By the lime you get 
home, the macaroni and cheese will he done. If you like your 
macaroni and cheese a little crunchy. stop at the tavern on the way 
home and a chug a beer or two.

Stretching 'Your Tood 'Dollar
By Edwina Weezie

You can only clip so many cou 
pons, make so much powdered milk, 
and tenderize so much flank steak 
before you have to really get tough, 
cut away the fat. and get your 
budget into shape. A nickel and a 
dime saved here and there won't 
cover inflation. Cutting a meal here and there will. Ask your 
self, "Does my family really need three meals a day?" Could 
they get by on two? Maybe one? Try it and see. If your chil 
dren complain of weakness or fall behind in school, maybe 
they need three meals, but certainly not three square meals 
a day. It's those square meals that'll kill your budge!. Your 
husband can live on two no matter how much he complains, 
and it probably wouldn't hurt the old pudge-belly to live 
on one.

Now. about the meals you do serve. Keep them simple. 
Keep them srrialL Cut the portions in half. Drop expensive 
cuts of meat and poultry and rely on franks and ground and 
canned meal to hold up the meat end of your menu while 
you load the other end with noodles, rice, and potatoes. Add 
flour to whatever you make. You can stretch a single serving 
of noodles and beef ten ways just by adding flour and a little 
cornstarch. If the flavor flattens out. perk it up with lots 
of salt.

Last, cut down on the amount of eating you do at your 
house and on your budget. Visit relatives and friends at 
mealtime or drop in at breakfast. Encourage your children to 
solicit dinner invitations at friends' homes. It may not be a 
"classy" thing io do. but it sure gives your food budget a 
leg up.

The ''Most Expensive 
GMealcEver Served

The worldwide Lunch Club^credit card company sent 
food critic Gregg Clearclogg around the world in search of 
the most expensive meal ever served, as part of a pro 
motional campaign to boost credit card sign-ups. After a 
nine-month, 30.000-mile adventure. Clearclogg found his 
meal in Chicago at a restaurant called Tweeters. "When I 
left to search for the meal" Clearclogg writes in a syndi 
cated story. "I thought I'd find it in Paris or Tokyo, but 
never in Chicago. The most I spent in Paris was S800.000. 
and in Tokyo, the best I could do was 5975,000!' Clearclogg's 
meal included a (en-ounce porterhouse steak, cottage fries, 
chef's salad, roll and butter, coffee, pie, and an 8.000-year- 
old bottle of Egyptian ceremonial wine. The tab, not includ 
ing gratuities, came to $2,000,008.95.

ADVERTISEMENT

Introducing

SHAKER OATS
Instant Toaster Oatmeal

Perfect Old- Fashioned Oatmeal 
in Minutes!

Now you can have delicious hot and wholesome oat 
meal every morning. All you do is pour a premeasured

packet of Shaker Oats Instant Toaster Oatmeal into 

your toaster and add water. In an instant you have the

fluffiest, puffiest, oatiest oatmeat you ever cut with a 

knife. It's fortified with lots of things you didn't even 

know you needed, and it tastes just like the

instant oat meal you used to make in a cup. 

Everyone loves Shaker Oats Instant Toaster Oatmeal. 

It's Family-Approved!

Copyright c 1978, Midas Muffler Systems, Inc.
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<Food 
THgest
Gobble Farms of Michigan
is planning to market a self-cooking turkey by next holi 
day season. The twenty to thirty pound Tom turkeys are 
raised with a large breast, and no neck, wings, or back 
bone. A heating coil and wire is implanted inside the 
turkey. The consumer simply plugs the turkey in and it 
cooks itself in six to eight hours. If the coil is left in 
place, the leftovers can be reheated the next day.

The PDA is looking
into claims made by a University of Minnesota nutrition 
study that carrots do not promote good eyesight or 
"bunny-vision," and spinach is not good for what ails you.

The first lettuce substitute
is ready for store shelves, international Food Research 
Associates have patented the artificial lettuce, which is 
sold in sheets of one hundred. According to instructions, 
a person tears off as many sheets as he wishes, crumples 
them for a salad, or uses them in sandwiches. The product 
will last for several months without refrigeration. Origi 
nally developed for people who must restrict their intake 
of lettuce, the product, called Letticitef is expected 
to grab a big share of the substitute produce market.

Bite-sized cattle
have been successfully bred in Japan. Using the same 
techniques that have produced miniature trees and deer. 
Japanese genetic researchers, in conjunction with agricul 
tural scientists, have perfected a cattle strain that weighs 
only two ounces and stands two inches tall. The tiny 
cattle are being bought up as fast as ranchers can raise 
them on small quarter-acre ranches. They are sold flash- 
fried and flavored as snack items. When they are intro 
duced to the U.S. later next year, they will be available 
in beef flavor, barbecue flavor, and nacho cheese flavor,

School lunches
have been under fire for years, critics claiming that the 
food is dull, unimaginative, and lacking in simple nutri 
tion. The Minneapolis school system has begun a program 
that features all natural foods, such as sprouts on whole 
wheat bread, sunflower seeds, lettuce and tomato salads, 
buttermilk nutrient beverages, and dried fruits. The foods 
contain no artificial flavorings or coloring, no preserva 
tives or additives, and are low in cholesterol, fat, and 
calories. "We have saved over $150.000 on our new lunch 
program," Dr. Hymen Reiger said of the lunch program. 
"Because the kids hate it, refuse to eat it, and go across 
the street and eat candy at the drugstore at lunchtime.''

Coffee for the kids?
Consolidated Food Industries, makers of Dribble Bros, 
Coffee, has developed a new coffee especially for chil 
dren. The key to producing a coffee that will appeal to 
children, according to Consolidated research spokesmen, 
is to remove the coffee taste and replace it with flavors 
more appealing to kids, like cherry, lemon-lime, choco 
late, and grape, without disturbing the caffeine content. 
The new coffee will be sold to mothers with the focus 
of the advertising being the "get up and gel going" 
aspects of the coffee.

The chickens are grunting
in New Zealand these days now that farmers have 
begun raising new hybrid poultry/swine. It was never 
thought that chickens and pigs could mate and produce 
offspring, but it's happening in New Zealand, and farmers 
and consumers are very pleased with the results. The 
pig-snouted, featherlcss. four-legged chicken produces 
meat that is less fatty then pork, and tastes a little like 
pork and a little like chicken. There are four large 
drumsticks, and the females lay large, soft eggs that 
taste like bacon. The new meat is being sold under the 
name Chork,

The first topless cafeteria
has closed its doors after only three months in business. 
A circuit court judge in Las Vegas awarded a former 
cook at the Go-Go-Go Topless Cafeteria in Las Vegas 
$1,500,000 in damages for an injury she sustained while 
working at the restaurant. Ms. Vikt Babi had her upper 
chest scalded when she leaned across two tureens of hot 
soup to hand a customer a package of crackers. "Women 
should never have been allowed to work naked around 
hot food and slicing machines and the like," Ms. Babi 
told the court. In addition to the damage settlement, Las 
Vegas vice squad officers have been investigating charges 
that acts of prostitution were performed in an area where 
food is served and prepared. The owner of the Go-Go-Go 
Topless Cafeteria was unavailable for comment, but he 
did inform news sources that he will close the Go-Go-Go 
and open a nude pancake house in Reno later this month.

(ADVERTISEMENT)

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWS -FBI. and SAT.

THE
GREENWICH VILLAGE 

CUISINART 
MASSACRE

The story of a psychopathic
pastry chef whose gay blades

cut a swath of devastation through
the Village. 

"A movie that doesn't mince words, .just people."

The Pheelia, 123 Christopher St.. 555-7865
(ADVERTISE ME NT
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^ew Attachments
oTVlake Cooking

GEven cEasier'
By LA. Sheepshorn

A number of manufacturers have come up with several clever and 
useful additions to the basic array of food processor attachments, and 
many of them are quite startling in the range of tasks they can perform.

The creators of the famous Murphy Blender have developed a vise- 
like attachment capable of holding carrots, cucumbers, radishes, efc., 
in a stationary position while its serrated knife blade attachment 
slices off the ends of the vegetable. This device complements the ordi 
nary slicing disc and makes it unnecessary ever again to have to lay 
the cucumber flat on the table and cut off the stub by hand.

Hamilton-Burger has invented a mini-paper-shredder attachment 
that fits their model FP-2000 processor. This powerful instrument 
makes it unnecessary to tear up old recipes, grocery receipts, junk 
mail, outdated notes, or check stubs by hand. Simply feed them into 
the shredder, touch the "On" button, and in a trice the documents are 
in ribbons. A must for the cook who has to tear up a lot of paper.

All food processors are capable of rapid-speed stirring and mixing, 
but now the inventor of the device itself, Cuisineats of France, has 
developed a device that makes possible automatic slow mixing. The 
attachment consists of a five-pound lead flyweight that fits over the 
rotor of the standard processor. The weight is small enough so that all 
discs and blades fit over it and can be used normally. But the weight 
effectively slows down the rotation of the rotor to a speed roughly 
equal to that of a tired housewife stirring pancake batter at three in the 
morning afier an evening of wallpapering the dining room   perfect for 
slow- or very-slow mixing, such as when a recipe calls for stirring a 
bowl of corn flakes without breaking any.

Cooking often consists of periods of frenzied activity interspersed 
with stretches of waiting, and now Farquar, Inc., has found a solution 
to the problem of what to do while the bread is rising or the water is 
working its way to the boil. They've developed a series of attachments 
designed to entertain. One disc features three blades perforated by a 
scientifically-designed pattern of holes; when placed on the rotor and 
spun at processor speeds, it creates a hypnotic, fascinating whistling 
sound not unlike that of a "whistling" Yo-Yo. Another disc features 
blades painted in moire patterns; when spun on the processor, they 
create lovely visuals that any cook   no matter how busy   will 
want to stare at for a.few hours. Still another attachment features a 
helicopter-like arrangement of tilted blades similar to a child's windup 
"flying saucer" toy. When the processor is switched on. the blades lift 
the disc up off the rotor and send it flying around the kitchen  and at 
speeds and altitudes a lot more impressive than those attained by a 
child's toy, too. Who said cooking can't be fun?

The handicapped Chef
MARGARET OLSSEN,R.N.

INGREDIENTS 
1 box crackers 
paper plates

This is a delicious and simple dish that can 
be prepared in an hour without using knives 
or other dangerous kitchen utensils. It 
requires no baking, no chilling, no dean-up. 
it's light and luscious. It's an extra-special 
treat for you and your friends and family.

RECIPE 
CRACKERS
Using fingers and teeth, tear open the 
cracker box. Remove the inner wrapper 
and carefully take out the crackers. 
Place one cracker on each paper plate 
and serve.

(ADVERTISEMENT)

Introducing

WCH91SC
with Real Baby Aspirin Flavor

KRi/NCHy TACKS
Krimehy Tacks* are neat 
little thumbtacks that 
taste like orange-flavored 
baby aspirin and KRUNCH 
like KRAZY! They have 
the taste and shape kids 
really love but aren't 
allowed to have. Krunchy 
Tacks" are fortified with 
a vitamin and a mineral 
for complete partial nutri 
tion. Served with toast, 
juice, fruit, eggs, bacon, 
ham, milk, and a vitamin 
supplement, Krunchy 
Tacks 4 give kids the 
calorie energy they want 
in the morning. Look lor( 
Krunchy Tacks- in Baby 
Aspirin Flavor and Library 
Paste Flavor, and Krunchy 
Tacks with Dirt Bits.

Another fine breakfast product from the Food People at 
United Technologies International,

a Conglomerated Bakeries Syndicate Company.

(ADVERTISEMENT)
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Save 
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On
Me-Hi

Meat-Flavored SooY
PorMJp • Turkey-Ola

Beef Crush
Diet Lamb Soda

limit 100 cases per person
iTORE COUPON T-7797
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JET POP
Radioactive Popping

PopswlrhoLJf Hear!

FIST O'FOOD
A Man-Sized Handful of Lunch!

154 off
The gianr insrirufionol 

rwin carron size

THUMDAMINS
VITAMIN AND MINErW THUMB DUNK FOR CHILDREN

One delicious dip and your child gefs 100% of his dolly
requirement of 12 vitomins and minerals as he sucks his thumb!

pom Ore money, they actually ihinkihot 
^ru>rt"'iQ 'hev d'p Out of o iiewspapei uoc 

I'nOei Ir'jhordrobelreve bulHS 
•iw.'tjn itu^ Drugand you fts-
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SQUID DRUG CO:

M'

Only 1 Vi calories per 6-oz. 
setving.

PARKER & GAMBLE'S 
NUMS

NON-NUTRITIVE OLD-FASHIONED 1776 BRAND
Microwave Orown'n Eol Tosre-Flavored

toting Substance,

Cope-o- 
Sove Cola 
104 Refreshing Relief

jrom 
Menstral Cramps

Airennon Custotneti II you re so hard up 
ihot you'll Clip this coupon ond put it in a 
sole ploce until shopping day ond ihen 
take it with you TO the siore ond swallow 
you' pride ond beg toto lousy dime off 
from o cdecK-out person whos laughing 
inside or you and m front of scores of 
people wtio piry you and feel embarrass 

i! for you if you II go ihrough o" 
jr itouble ond numihonon io!<e yoi 
little pennies, witti out complimenis

Save i^t-on 
Dacobites

Imitation Artificial Dacon Bits
Looks, Smells, Tastes Like Real

Artificial Bacon
Deor Grocer:

We will reimburse you fof the full 'ace 
value of this coupon plus 54 handling (or 
each coupon that you return ro us by spe 
cial messenger no later than 36 hows after 
receipt of the coupon Don't wrinkle ttiem 
up or get rhem ditty or torn up because it 

mokes li hotd for us to redistribute 
them ro newspapers for reuse

LIQUID CRACK€RS
Half Gallon Family Dottle 

Only

High School Brand 
MACARONIS CHEESE

Original Cafeteria Flavor

OFF
in lieu of 

shopping bogs

Peas-on-fhe-Cob
The Fun New Way to Ear Peas
Attention Retailer Ihis coupon n redeem 
oble only on produm itiot hove been 
dornogeO du'ing fnonulociure ihipme"' o'Wog 
Ihttmoy include shot i 'loaded potkogei ipoiioge 
wdier damage mis label ing ocony other condition 
which would designate o product mlenor Oy or: 
tepi>ng cosh discount tot this producr your customs' 

iveiolllegQirighTiregQidlea ol the

/' use Ol bis product

(^SAVE 304)

Heyf Mom!
If you could use a great 

new woy to str-e-tch 
your shrinking dinner

dollars, 
why not try new—

BURGER HELPER HELPER
—the new 100% pure powdered pine 

and elm extender extender with the 
"woodsy" taste of all outdoors!

HE-MAN FRUrT COCKTAIL
Fruit Cocktail 

the woy o man likes it!

DINNER MAKER
All You Add Is Food!
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FOOD OF MANY NATIONS
continued from page 44

French food. They eat just like the 
rest of us, except more steak. French 
people, on the other hand, actually do 
cat French food, but it's not their 
fault. The United States, Britain, and 
Russia have forced the French to cat 
French food as punishment for screw 
ing up World Wars I and II. RJ.

A Traditional French Recipe
Les Snailles et les Grubezs et les 
Bugges avec lez Warmezvousetces 
{Snails and Grubs and Bugs
with Worms)

Overturn the flagstones on the gar 
den path and gather I cup snails and 
}jrubs ami bugs and worms. Set 
them on fire, soak them in wine, and 
let them rot i'n a sack. Cut open 1 
fish, take the worst-looking things in 
side, feed them to a goose, and beat 
goose to a paste in a bowl. Discard 
bowl. Flush sack down toilet. Order a

ITALY
Italy has wonderful food. Spa 

ghetti, ravioli, lasagna, chicken cac- 
ciatore, pizza with extra cheese, 
pepperoni, mushrooms, sausage, and 
anchovies it's all delicious. Italian 
food is the only foreign food that any 
body in their right mind can stand. 
Everybody loves it and eats way too 
much of it and burps and belches af 
terward and says how good it was and 
not too expensive, cither. It tastes 
good, it's filling, and you can tell what 
it's made of and everything. Yet there 
is something mysterious about Italian 
food: what's it doing in Italy? Italians 
couldn't have invented it. They've 
never invented any thing except 
pointy shoes. They're too stupid. 
They must have stolen it. Italians are 
very dishonest, and there were more 
than 750,000 pounds of pizza dough 
missing from U.S. bakery inventories 
last year, so that must be it. R J.

A Traditional Italian Recipe
Veal Scallopini with Tomatoes

Preheat oven to 325°
Steal 1 1/2 ibs. of veal cut thin, 

trimmed, boned, and pounded.
Cut into 1-inch squares, have half a 

dozen different governments, and 
sprinkle with flour.

Then scream and yell at each other 
and argue for hours with lots of wild 
hand gestures about whether to 
brown in a mixture of 1 tabiespoon

butter, 2 tablespoons olive oil or 
2 tablespoons butter, I tabiespoon 
olive oil.

Go on strike and add l/2 Ib. thinly 
sliced mushrooms, 2 cheap hand 
bags, '/2 clove pressed garlic, 3 
communist city cotincilmen, 2 
tbsps. chopped parsley, '/2 political 
kidnapping, 2 tbsps., chopped fresh 
basil, 1 pair $90 blue jeans from 
Fiorucci's, '/2 cup diced fresh to 
matoes, 1 whole loan shark, !/2 cup 
Marsala, a cheap, tinny car, and 2 
tbsp. Parmesan cheese.

Cover dish, betray a family member 
to the Cosa Nostra, knife your best 
friend for getting vour sister preg 
nant, cook at325i_legreeswhilc reeking- 
of garlic loitering on a porch stoop in 
a gaudy Orion shirt and pinching 
women on the bottom for forty-five 
minutes.

THE BAIKANS
The polite word that best describes 

Balkan food is leftovers. The Balkan- 
ites have an amazing knack for mak 
ing perfectly good, fresh produce taste 
oki and moldy. Historically, they arc 
poor people with extremely limited 
resources, and over the years, they de 
veloped a taste for food that the rest 
of Europe would call sewage. They 
particularly enjoy goulash, which is a 
catchall dish that has all but elimi 
nated the need for sanitation services 
in Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. "If we 
didn't have goulash, surely we would 
have flies," Slavs are quick to 
point out.

Over the centuries, the Baikans 
have bred varieties of cattle, pigs, and 
poultry that are mostly waste. A Ro 
manian steer is 85 percent intesfine. 
Their chickens are all feathers and 
neck. And the pigs have twelve feet. 
The few "good" parts of these beasts 
are allowed to spoil in order to make 
them acceptable.

The Balkan people enjoy only those 
vegetables, mainly legumes, which 
cause disorders of the bowels and 
stomach. If a Balkan meal does nor 
end in gas, cramps, and bellyaches, 
the cook is likely to be punched and 
slapped by guests and family.

The food of Greece (which is a Bal 
kan country, although not advanced 
enough to go Marxist and align with 
the U.S.S.R.) differs somewhat from 
that of Yugoslavia, Romania, and 
Bulgaria. The Greeks claim to have 
invented, along with democracy, the 
concept of the coffee shop, which 
they have successfully introduced

into the U.S. Greece is littered with 
thousands of greasy cafes that serve 
grilled sandwiches, hot turkey plat 
ters, old eggs, cold coffee, and stale 
slices of pie. Most Greeks take their 
meals in these little restaurants. J.H.

A Traditional Balkan Recipe
Niklvnacrzknic  

iX'iklvnacrzknic, or hay sausage, is a 
Romanian delicacy. It i.s eaten on holi 
days, along ti'i'f/i ygeczkzvz, a /jotrer/it/ 
beverage made of sheet) blood '""' hof>s.

Feed 2 bales hay to I calf. Allow 
ten hours for digestion. Slaughter 
call. Remove intestines. Discard 
those portions that are not lull, fake 
remaining intestine and twist into 6- 
inch lengths. Cut and tie. Boil in 
water with 30 garlic cloves. Serve 
hot. Garnish with smoked grapes and 
cheese candy,

THEMIDEAST
The Arabs are a wandering lot, and 

their cuisine reflects this. They feed 
upon herds of goats and camels that 
they follow and tend. They shear the 
humps off of their camels and cook 
them in butter. They make camel's 
cheese from the milk. They concoct 
soft drinks from goat urine. Nothing 
is wasted. When their wanderings 
take them to the seacoasts or the fer 
tile uplands, they trade what is left of 
their herds for old fish, river and lake 
slime, and songbirds, which are eaten 
live and whole, much as we snack 
upon potato chips or cookies. In the 
dusty towns and villages, dogs are 
stuffed and eaten.

Cracked wheat also plays a large 
role in the diet of the Mideast. It is 
pounded into dough and baked into 
bread that will last for months with 
out spoiling, and before being eaten 
often serves as bedding, shoes, even 
hats. The sweets of the Mideast are

cnntmueJ r>n page 80
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A General History of

FOOD 
FIGHTING

by Tod Carroll
and 

RJ.O'Rourke

The Rape and Drenching and Pelting with Fruit and Hitting in the face with Pies of the Sabine Girls was a favorite 
subject of classical and romantic painters. This version, by Poussin, was slightly damaged at the Salon of 1659, after Poussin's 
rivals crashed his exhibit with four dozen eremes brulees secreted beneath their tunics.
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THE
SEVEN DECISIVE

FOOD FIGHTS
OF HISTORY

J-» Dinner Party of Sargon the Great (circa 2300 B.C.)
While engaged in a high-spirited food fight, the troops of rival Mesopota- 
mian city-states Erech and Ur ran out of food and began battling each other 
with the silverware, ushering in the era of modern warfare.

j6# The Rape and Drenching and Pelting with Fruit and Hitting in the 
Face with Pies of the Sabine Girls (circa 300 B.C.)
Food fight at a Roman temple school near the modern Italian city of Tcrni 
began during a midday meal and ended with the female students being seized 
and carried away and thrown in a duck pond. Parental complaints put an 
end to coeducation in Europe for the next twenty-three centuries.

3. The Children's Crusade (A.D. 1212)
Thousands of children were sent on a crusade to the Holy Land as punish 
ment for an enormous food fight that they got into in the Rhone Valley dur 
ing lunch.

4* Royal Food Fights at the Court of Henry VIII (A.D. 1509-1547)
At the instigation of Katharine of Aragon, Pope Clement VI! issued the 
Papal Bull of 1531 excommunicating participants in food fights, leading to 
Henry's break with Rome, the establishment of Protestantism in England, 
and a messy divorce.

J* First Thanksgiving Food Fight (A.D. 1621)
It was in the wake of a food fight between Puritan pilgrims and their friendly 
Indian guests at Plymouth Colony that New England's first settlers discov 
ered that dead fish, specifically in the form of leftover cod balls that had 
been thrown all over the room, make excellent fertilizer.

6. Battle of Waterloo (A.D. 1815)
The Duke of Wellington credited the tactical expertise of the British officer 
class to the training they received at preparatory school, saying, "The Battle 
of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton. And during meals. Espe 
cially during meals. Especially when they served suet pudding and we 
flipped it at each other with spoons."  Fraser, Words on Wellington (1889)

L Great Russian Food Fight of 1917
The huge food fight that broke out in a joyous St. Petersburg after the abdi 
cation of Czar Nicholas II gradually spread across all of Russia and destroyed 
such a volume of foodstuffs that it caused a famine lasting until 1924, a cir 
cumstance that helped shape the totalitarian form of the modern Soviet state.

An excerpt from Fruit Fightin'Joe, one of the dozens of food war comics that 
appeared in tlie 1950s. Most were banned by Congress after a number of international 
charities lobbied against them.

FOOD
WAR

FACTS
  French military leaders of the 1930s 
were convinced that the coming 
world war would be a food fight. As a 
result, they had over 6,450,000 
pounds of rotten cabbage heads and 
overripe tomatoes stored in the am 
munition magazines of the Maginot 
Line when Germany attacked.

  Ancient Japanese samurai food war 
riors battled only with live food, and 
committed ritual suicide by eating 
themselves to death if they "lost face."
  Ludrik Masaryk, a Czechoslovakia!! 
exchange student caught in 1962 
eavesdropping on Blue Cabin's plans 
to launch a Brussels sprout assault on 
the Junior Counselors' tables at 
Camp Pinebush in Alpena, Michigan, 
is the only international spy ever cap 
tured during food wartime. He was 
given a pink belly and his bed was 
short-sheeted.

  Most modern nations have now 
signed treaties agreeing not to practice 
food gas warfare.
  More Americans died in traffic acci 
dents in 1977 than in all the food 
fights in our nation's history.
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Man: His Weapons and His Lunch

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE FOOD FIGHT

Pre-history: Anthropological evidence collected by Rich 
ard Leakey at Olduvai Gorge in "Tanzania indicates that Aus 
tralopithecus a/ricanus and Australopithecus robustus, 
hominid relatives of man, engaged in egg fights and hit 
each other in the face with fish during the Pleistocene era. 
Circa 8500 B.C. Bread-making began among rhc inhabit 
ants of the upper Tigris River valley as Mesolithic man 
learned to enrich his diet with wheat and have bun fights. 
Circa 4500 B.C. Development of orchard and vineyard cul- 
tivation in the Nile River valley and the Near East's "fer 
tile crescent" resulted in the extensive rotten fruit wars of 
the early Bronze Age.
Circa 1200 B.C. Invading Dorian Greeks introduced a 
highly-spiced chopped beef patty dish to the Aegean peo 
ples, setting off a meatball fight that may be the basis for 
the twelfth book of the Iliad.
200 B.C. Pies were invented by the Romans, hut it was a 
Carthaginian who first threw one a date-nut and lark's 
tongue tart aimed at Cato the Elder, thereby indirectly oc 
casioning the third Punic War.
Circa 100 B.C. Spoons were known to the ancient Greeks, 
but not used as weapons until the development of the 
springy, thin-shanked spoon of the La Tone Celts. 
A.D. 451 Nomadic Huns brought cottage cheese to West 
ern Europe.
Circa A.D. 800 Sugar first refined from the cane by Arab 

.alchemists. First stale sugar cookie thrown at the court of 
Caliph Haroun-al-Raschid (786-809). 
A.D. 1226 Spit-fight among the Teutonic knights during 
the conquest of pagan Prussia was the first recorded use of 
beer in a food war. But the full development of efferves 
cent beverages as weapons did not occur until the inven 
tion of the champagne bottle in the seventeenth century. 
A.D. 1295 Marco Polo returned from his travels in 
"Cathay," bearing with him the Orient's secret of dumping 
a plate of spaghetti on somebody's head. 
A.D. 1838 Gift of Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha to 
Queen Victoria of a box of bonbons in a flavor she de 
tested set off a food fight in the British royal family that 
lasted until the Duchess of Windsor had a box of Godiva 
chocolates dumped down the front of her dress by 
Charles, Prince of Wales, in 1958.
Circa A.D. 1850 In an attempt to stem the westward tide 
of migration, the American Indians developed the tech 
nique of dropping pumpkins off of overpasses onto pass 
ing vehicles.
A.D. 1933 The Roosevelt administration's free school 
lunch program brought rapid technological advances to 
food fight weaponry. jell-O, Reese's Peanut Butter Cups, 
fruit salad, pats of margarine, and half-pint chocolate milk 
cartons are only a few of the modern armaments devel 
oped with funding provided by this program. 
A.D. 1947 First plastic catsup squeeze bottles deployed in 
action at Anaheim, California, burger stand. 
A.D. 1949 Test marketing of aerosol whipped cream at a 
boys' camp in New Hampshire, which had to be closed for 
3 month of cleaning. Optimum tactical development was 
not reached, however, until the Soupy Sales TV program 
of September 18, 1958, which was taken off the air.
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MODERN TACTICS
Food Siege of the East Chalfont High School Cafeteria, 

Chalfont, Pennsylvania—18 November, 1977
I.
On a cold mid-November morning, Loim Bee- 
tack and his men toi>k uj» their usuu! position Iw- 
tu'een [lie auto sho/> and sociopath tables. This was 
spaghetti flay, and it was assumed no rational per- 
son would strike on spaghetti clay, especially the 
ever-cautious Beetack. Consequently, guards u'ere 
down thill morning, as Beeiack's udwnce .Jdl-O 
units drew up silently behind the silverware bin. 
Armed with whole trays of .MIO mold, hardened 
brownies, and half-pint cartons <ij milk, they vvrt (o 
carry mil a surprise shelling coordinated with a 
three-pronged Kit-unif-rim cai.iHjj-stjui'i^i'r assault 
from the opposite flank. The target was an am 
bitious one: the athlete, attractive girl, and electron- 
ici>/chess/astronomy tables, alt in one daring 
operation.

2,
As Bcctack's catsup men iluj; in liehind tin' con 
diments table, a main farce comprised of light bis 
cuit, [niiu loaf, and light spaghetti units deployed 
along a curved line extending from the female fresh 
man table to the south entrance. Hastily assembled 
athletes began a counteroffensuvi, white Reelack's 
third group, with reinforced contingents of mv pud 
ding and heai'y spaghetti, concentrated themsehvs 
among svm/xithetic elements of the sociopath table 
and behind the uin-ath t'wicmiit'ii i-lwerlnniff/Jxiin- 
l>on girl table. M«ituc/ii/e, (i itvoiu/£ir\ <(crio» u-as 
undertaken to divert teacher and cwnpua security 
forces from llw hank' area. Crack snack har stputds 
pushed (hroiis'' [ '11' north cntrcina', and with the us- 
sislunct' o/ .li'll-O uiid cdi.snj) units, Mrufed thi' 
teacher table in a lightning suvep acrot-s the room. 
The trap was set.

3.
Wilh teachers tied up in pursuit of Reetack's di 
versionary force, llw athletes, were left on their own. 
The attractive girl and electronics/chess/astronomy 
fables liad been routed by the initial attack. As Bee- 
tack anticipated, the athletes panicked and charged 
Straightaway into the middle of his southern line. 
They were permitted to break through, only to find 
rlu'rnseii'W bottktf uj> against the wall, outflanked 
on eitlier side, cut off from their line of supply, and 
under attack from [he rear. As Beetack's }\eavy spa- 
glietti and rice pudding closed in, further resistance 
appeared futile—within a matter of minutes, doyens 
of soaked and pelted athletes were scrambling out 
the southern exit for their lives.

1.

LEGEND

\f^. Auto Shop Table

E Electronics Cfiess 
. _ _ .Astronomy Table

F Female Freshman 
Table

E 1 Cheerleader. 1
Lfl Pompon Table
r»-i Sociopath/
§ Disciplinary
—— Problem Table

^1 Athlete Table^^
Attractive Girl

^H Table

Beetack HQ Table

•^P Teacher HO Table

Heavy spaghetti

Rice pudding

Snack bar squad

Light biscuit

Tuna loaf

Light spaghetti

H Athletes

^^ Campus
^J Security

Catsup Men

Jell-O Units

ENTRANCE
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ne man cast a lingering 
spell of awe and wonder, 

of magical innocence 
overcoming evil, of simple 

courage conquering fear 
  he gave us the legend 

that will live forever 
in our minds.

J.R.R. Tolkien triumphed 
with the perception that 
a single dream is more 

powerful than 
a thousand realities.

Come to Middle-earth, 
a world beyond the 
furthest reaches of 

your imagination.

A SAUL ZAENTZ PRODUCTION
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

J. R. R. Tblkien'S "THE LORD OF THE RINGS" Music by LEONARD ROSENMAN
Screenplay by CHRIS CONKLING and PETER S. BEAGLE   Based on the novels of J. R. R. TOLKIEN

Produced by SAUL ZAENTZ - Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
A FANTASY FILMS 

, PRESENTATION

PGl PARENTAUUIOINCE SUGGESTED <$3* Now Playing At A Theatre Near You! ORIGINAL MQIIOK PICTURE SOUNDTRACK 
HtlLMLE m m\K1 RECORDS AND TAPES
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Breakfast
The fried egg. The man-ort-the- 

move's breakfast pal. The quarter 
back of the Ail-American morning 
meal team. Dependable. Reliable. 
You know who you are. It knows 
who it is. No one's kidding anybody.

But did you know that this trusty 
li'l fella also has a more sophisti 
cated side? That he speaks in ac 
cents? Try these on for size:

EGGS "BENEDICT"
1. Fry egg.
2. Toast English muffin.
3. Take slice ham or luncheon meat 
or bologna or roost beef. (Hint: Remove 
wrapping.)
4. Combine 1, 2, and 3.
5. Top with mayonnaise to taste. 
Note: Mock Eggs "Benedict" can

be made by substituting ordinary toast 
for 2. While some use this method, 
it is worth noting that the finished 
product—however satisfying—is not 
Eggs "Benedict,"and the same goes 
for Eggs "Benedict" with blueberry 
muffins from the bakery, which don't 
fit in the toaster very well, either.)

COWPOKE'S CHISOLM TRAIL 
WILD WESTERN-STYLE 
OMELETTE
1. fry egg.
2. Open can Beans 'n'Franks.
3. Heat 2.
4. Combine 1 and 3.

E-Z "FRENCH" TOAST
1. Make toast. (Hint: Use the toaster.)
2. Fry egg. (Hint: Don't use the toaster.)

3. Put 1 under 2.
4. Sprinkle with sugar, maple syrup, 
jelly, or jam.

HOMEMADE HEALTH 
CEREAL MIX
1. Pour DOW/ of favorite cereal. (We 
prefer Froot Loops or Count Chocula.)
2. Add ten 100 mg. tablets multi- 
vitamins.
3. Mix in leftover cocktail cashews, 
srflofceda/monds, etc.
4. Add milk, cream, chocolate milk. 
Note: Many nutritionists feel that 
breakfast is the most important meal 
of the day. Stoning your workday off 
with a balanced, nutritional meal like 
the one above gives you an added 
boost of energy that should last until 
lunch.

GOURMET TIPS: "Cracking an Egg"

Wrong. The most common and 
worst method. The yolk breaks, 
and you wind up with egg all over 
your hand.

Wrong. Technique is correct, but 
aim is off. The yolk breaks, and you 
wind up with hand all over your egg.

Right. Everything's simple—when 
you know how. The bigger the 
cleaver, the cleaner the cut. Remove 
small bits of shell, and vo/lo!
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Introduction
So you're the kind of guy who thinks beef stock is traded onthe commodities market, and cheese 

cloth is the stuff they make cheese pants out of. A real meat and potatoes man, who thinks that gour 
met food is for restaurants, Frenchmen, and girls, huh? We//, no one's blaming you; the stuff in those 
cookbooks (Shirred Tomatoes in Curried Madritene Aspic, Marinated Eggplant Stuffed with 
Pureed Eel Hearts and Capers in Bechamel Sauce, etc.j is enough to send anyone racing to his 
nearest Bargain Burger. But what you don't know is that you're probably a gourmet already. And if 
you aren't, you can be—just by following these simple recipes and guidelines. You'll discover that 
most of the ingredients you need are already right there in your cupboard or under the sink. And you'll 
be delighted to find that most of these dishes can be prepared without spending a lot of time over a 
hot stove. The few exceptions can be made without even entering the kitchen.

Lunch
Lunch should be more than just 

a memo to your stomach asking it 
to hang in there until dinner's on 
its way. It can be a delightful time 
out from the toe-to-toe slugfest of 
your average working day.

GAZPACHO BACHELERO
1. Put some lettuce and a torn-up 
green pepper in a bowl.
2. Get a carrot and a cucumber.
3. Add 2 to 7.

4. Empty contents ofunheated can
tomato soup into 1.
5. Garnish with ice cubes.

KAHUNA NOOKIHAILAI 
HOIPOLOI (Irons.;"Behold the 
Hawaiian Patty-Melt of the Gods")
1. Make toast.
2. Remove slice of p/neapp/e from con.
3. Unwrap cheese product slice.
4. Cover toast with pi'neapp/e, then 
cheese.

5. Place 4 in broiler.
6. Remove when cheese has melted, 
or it smells like it's going to catch fire.

OPEN-FACED BAVARIAN 
BLITZWURST*
1. Remove hot dog roll from wrapper
2. Boil hot dog in water in pot on stove.
3. Add heated hot dog to 7.
4. Add catsup or mustard to taste. 
*5o-ca//ed because it prepares in a 
jiffy, lightning-fast.

A simple iron makes a dandy portable grill when you forget to pay your 
gas bill or are in a motel. Keep one around just in case. (Hint: If it's a steam 
iron, be sure it's empty of water.)

For the guy-on-the-go: wrap a 
ready-to-grill sandwich or hot dog in 
foil; to heat, place in radiator.
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Snacks
What is a snack? Anything you 

like to snack on. The ideas below 
are merely suggestions to show you 
that a little imagination can take 
you a long way, snack-wise.

DIPS OF ALL NATIONS
1. Spoon mayonnaise into many small 
bowls.
2. Add paprika for the spicy taste of 
Hungary. Add catsup for Russian. 
One teaspoon MSG will provide a 
hint of the Orient. A quick sprinkle of 
oregano, and it's Italian. (Be inventive! 
Travel from Australia to Aberdeen 
on the good ship Mayonnaise.)
3. Serve with pretzel logs. Be creative, 
and try other dip-scoopers. Like 
potato chips. Or your finger.

THE WELL-DRESSED 
HORS D'OEUVRE
1. Cut "brown and serve" rolls into 
sections.
2. Make indentations with thumb.
3. Stuff with olives for "Olives in 
Overcoats." With gherkins for "Pickles 
in a Blanket." With broken pretzel 
bits (from bottom of bag) for "Pretzels 
in a Poncho"
4. Brown for one seventh-inning stretch 
or three downs or a beer.

Dinner

Not only do they clean your 
teeth, but toothpicks can be versa 
tile helpers for the entertaining 
bachelor. The reason? Just about 
anything looks good and tastes 
great when served up on a tooth 
pick.

"Dinner is the breakfast of the 
Gods," wrote Virgil many years ago. 
The sophisticated guy knows that a 
touch of elegance can transform 
"feeding time" into a sensuous and 
pleasurable overture to an evening 
of enjoyable experiences.

BOUILLABAISSE ALA BACHELEUR
1. Heat one can clam chowder.
2. Add one can sardines.
3. Heat four frozen fish sticks. (Hint: 
Don't heat them on the iron if you 
wont to make the best impression on 
your date with this famous Marseilles 
soup dish.)
4. Add 3 to 1.
5. Add one can white tuna. (Hint: 
Pink tuna can be substituted. Do not 
fae afraid that this will make the dish 
sissy-looking.)
6. Serve with crackers, or heated rolls 
with olives and pickles in them left 
over from snack time.

VEGETABLE MEDLEY
1. Decant one can peas and carrots. 
{Hint: Punch holes in can top with ice 
pick and jiggle up and down, then 
open the regular way.)
2. Add instant mashed potatoes and 
one cup water to 1.
3. Add frozen or leftover French fries 
tol
4. Add one can baked beans.
5. Heat, season to taste. 
Note: for Medley JnternationaJe, 
add conned chow mein and cheese 
ravioli to the above.

HOME-STYLE 
TAKE-OUT PIZZA
1. Make four slices toast.
2. lay flat in two by two square; trim 
off corners to moke circle.
3. Spread generous layer of catsup 
over your "dough."
4. Cover with cheese product slices.
5. Broil in broiler until pizza is crisp 
and bubbling. (Hint: fry the charcoal 
grill)

DOS AND DONTS 
FOR THE 
PERFECT STEAK

Do: Thaw the steak. It may seem 
a nuisance, but it's worth the extra 
trouble.

Don't: Boil it. Even if it seems 
easier.

Do: Cook it over low heat for a 
longtime, or high heat for a short 
time.

Don't: Cook it over high heat 
fora longtime, or low heat fora 
short time.

Do: Serve it with carefully chosen 
complementary dishes. French 
fries and catsup is difficult to beat.

Don't: Double your cooking time 
and confuse the meat by fooling 
around with it—adding spices and 
soaking it in things.

Do: Give the steak a reasonable 
amount of time to cook before re 
moving it from the pan.

Don't: Prod, poke, or slice the 
steak while it's trying to cook.

CRISPY KENTUCKY 
COQAUVIN
1. Fill large casserole dish with take-
out fried chicken.
2. Pour bottle wine over I.
3. Heat in oven or serve cold.

What can you do with a tomato, 
some assorted leftovers, and a little 
courage? Answer: delight and 
amuse your guests with Tomato 
Surprise. Any unusual leftover, 
when stuffed intoa hollowed-out 
tomato, becomes an interesting 
side dish and conversation-stopping 
surprise.

Dessert
Why not take advantage of the 

many restaurants or bake shops in
your neighborhood for a perfect 
ending to any meal? D
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T ey deserve their shre
' /"j_f_ JBL !_the catch.

And they'll get their share of the 
ocean's bounty with new Senior Vittles 
Fishin' Snacks'.™

There is nothing that satisfies a fin 
icky appetite or a picky craving for vari 
ety like fish. And new Senior Vittles 
Fishin' Snacks™ contain a little of al 
most every fish in the sea.

That's because Fishin1 Snacks™ 
are harvested right from the ocean's

bottom, whei'e most fish, fish parts, and 
fish byproducts collect.

Don't forget either that Senior 
Vittles Fishin' Snacks™ are so inex 
pensive and full of natural variety that 
you can serve them every day at your 
home, hospital, or institution.

Senior Vittles0
Serve them with confidence.
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The world's finest 
cigarette papers. 
Best Quality, even burning 
and now in all sizes.
Get rid of the blues with Aliotta/Haynes/ 
Jeramfah's new album "Slippin Away" featur 
ing My Job gels nO of the blues.

<J»B PAPERS BROUGHT TO YOU FROM FRANCE BY

If you'd like to size up some of our sizes, we II send 
you one pack JOB one'pomt'two'five, two packs 
JOB one • point • five ancl one pack JOB double 
wide papers, all tor only a dollar [to cover cost, 
postage and handling!. 
Send to:
PAPERS. Adams Apple DistCo, Dept NL 12 
510D N Ravenswood, Chicago. IL60640

MS/MR/MRS

DISTRIBUTING
CHICAGO

COMPANY. __
6 0 G 4 0 . Zip I AM OVER 21 YEARS OF AGE
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Holiday Humor iifts-
ifyoiii'arcciioiinli 

to •^fer
[lie iici'i uiorsl.

National Lampoon's
Sunday Newspaper 

Parody
Complere Sunday edirion 

^ ofrheDacron, Ohio, 
DenQpgar-Republicon. 

Weekend s worth of reading 
on every page! 
$4.95 (DO 1021)

National Lampoon's 
Animal House

The missing two hours 
of the world's funniest 

film, with pictures, 
comics, outrageous 

text. Outgrosses 
the movie. $2.95 
(Deluxe edition, $4.95) 

(BO 1024)
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GENTLEMAN'S 
BATHROOM COMPANION
Filthy dirty stuff you hove ro hide from 
Mom and reod in rhe roiler 
£250(BO1001)

NATIONAL LAMPOON PRESENTS CLAIRE

Poignantly funny collection from 
Frances best-selling cartoonist, in English. 
$5.95 (B0 1022)

THE BEST OF NATIONAL LAMPOON #8 
Jusr published The best of the best the 
creme de lo creme. Masterpieces of pa 
rody, satire, cartoon 
63-95 (BO1023)

COLLECT AND GIVE THESE NATIONAL LAMPOON CLASSICS OF VICIOUS DAD TASTE
GENTLEMAN'S BATH ROOM COMPANION II
Moreof rhe dirtiest raunchiest sexiest
stuff to everappeor in the Motion a I
Lampoon
$2.50(1301000)
THE DESTOF NATIONAL LAMPOON "C
Anthology of our besr pieces from 1971-
72. a collector's item.
$2.50 (DO1003)

THE OESTOF NATIONAL LAMPOON "4 
1972-73favorites Avintogeyeor. 
$2.50 (DO1006)

THE BEST OF NATIONAL LAMPOON "5 
1973-74 anthology Many consider it to 
be even greater than --4 
S2.50 (D01009)

THE BESTOF NATIONAL LAMPOON "6
1974-75 anthology Many people con 
sider it to be even bener thon ~ 5 
S2.50(BOl01vi

THE BEST OF NATIONAL LAMPOON «7
1975-1976. a gala year for humor. 
Perhaps the oil-time best 
$2.50 (B01014)

THE NATIONAL LAMPOON
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HUMOR
The definitive olphobetized book ol
originol humor. A classic work of comic
brilliance
$2.50(DO1005)

THE VERY LARGE BOOK OF COMICAL
FUNNIES
Our very own history of comics wildly
funny original comics never seen
before.
S2.50(BO1011)

DECK YOUR WALLS WITH NATIONAL LAMPOON POSTERS AND HOLLY!

"WE CAN DO ANYTHING WE WANT. 
WE'RE COLLEGE STUDENTS."
The Deltas of Notional Lampoon s

Animal House give full expression 10 
their philosophy of lile 
S250(P2004)

U.5. SENATOR BLUTAR5K1 
The post is prologue- Bluro of AnimoJ 
House (John Delushi) The future lies 
ahead A larger rhon-life poster. 
$2.50 (P2Q05)

1964 HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK 
PARODV
The all-rime favorite A perfect gift for 
anyone whoever attended high school. 
or anyone who didn't 
S2.50(BO1007)

NATIONAL LAMPOON PRESENTS FRENCH 
COMICS
Risque rollicking, nbold ond just plain 
funny French cartoons, in English First 
time published in America 
$250(001020) 

THE NAKED ANDTHENUDE- 
HOLLYWOOD AND BEYOND 
The craziest book about the movies ever 
written
S 2.50 (B01002) 
THE IRON-ON BOOK 
Sixteen sick, vulgar highly provocative 
heat transfers tor your empry T-shirts. 
$2.50(001018}urn*

Our Coach... 
LEAOEROT'MEN!

THE COACH
Everybody's favorite gym teacher and
oll-oround shmuck. Send a few to your
jock friends.
$2.50 (P200o>

"THAT'S NOT FUNNY, 
THAT'S SICK!"

THAT'S NOT FUNNY. THAT'S SICK! 
Thelotesi National Lampoon comedy 
album --so daring, so filthy, it could only 
hove been mode by us. 
£6.95(A10Q1>

-immmmmmm
NATIONAL LAMPOON BINDERS
<B101d)$450eo $800forrwo S 10.50 for three
NATIONAL LAMPOON BINDER
(151002) with oil twelve issues from 1974 $1500
each
NATIONAL LAMPOON HINDER
[B1003j wirh oil twelve issues from 1975 613 25
each..
NATIONAL LAMPOON BINDER
(01004) with oil rwelve issues from 1976. $12.50
each.
NATIONAL LAMPOON BINDER
(B1005) with oil twelve issues from 1977. S11.50
each.
NATIONAL LAMPOON BINDER
(01006) with all twelve issues from 1978. % 10.50
eachCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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THIS IS AN ORDER BLANK FOR THE ITEMS ON THE PREVIOUSTHREE PAGES

Please indicate whotNononolLompoon products you would like us to send for Christmas. Enclose check 
or money older Place in envelope and send TO:
Nononol Lampoon Dept ML 1278
635 Madison Avenue New York N Y 10022 (DO 1000) (BO 1001HBO 1002HBO 1003)'BO 1005)
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NAME__________________________
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NATIONAL LAMPOON T-SHIRTS MAKE 
EVERY DAY FEEL LIKE A HOLIDAY!

ANIMAL HOUSE T-SHIRT
The official Animol House shin worn by the stats. The
fashion statement of the yeat.
$6.00 CTS1028)

ANIMAL HOUSE CHARACTERS T-SHIRT
Your favorite characters from your favorite movie
coprured on one beautiful shirr.
£4.95 (TS1029)

NATIONAL LAMPOON DLACKSOX SHIRT
The only T-shirt named after the baseball team thaf
took bribes in the 1919 World Series
io.OO(T51027)

NATIONAL LAMPOON MONA GORILLA
America's favorite mascoi on America's favorite
T-shirt.
£3.95 (TS1CH9]

THAT'S NOT FUNNY, THAT'S SICK!
Named after the hilarious Notional Lampoon show
and comedy record For Frog lovers.
S495(TS1026)

VOULEZ-VOU5 FUQUET-SHIRTS
Never been said better many language.
S3.95 (T510251

ADDRESS- 

CITY___

STATE_ -ZIP.
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GEMEMKR THERE WERE PEOPLE WHO WERE 5UCH OOVPLETELY ROTTEN HUMAKI8EW&5 >WD
WHO WORKED 50 HARD TO RUIN 
EVERYTHING FOR 
YOU COULDN'T FleufcE OUT 
WYNQ ONE HAD KILLED THEM?

YEAH .1 V£ DECIDED. rTM 60IN6 TO 
IM GOIM6 TD 6LJT IHEOET A

REAL1-Y GKEAT'

CHSHfP ITS tfVY OXJS/M CLAUDE/ |

HELLO. YOU 60IMG 
1D6ETATANK? 
I'VE GOT A 81 0 
ONE THAT 
BY

\©

I'M BUYING A FOLJ-- I MADE OP 
MY MIND- I'M

YOU OH OPB^CTE YES, 
OM tTx^ND rr Bi£EDS>CLAJDE.
\5THATALLYOO'f?E 
GETTING?

I DONi'T CARE ,GOO Ki LOOK MOW 
DAMN IT-1 AM GOING C MY GHOUL'S 
TO £N JOY MY WA

V\JW/(OM A

©\ji&
X ,-\\^*^.M
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#RLSCOUTCOOKl£S?V(5«l SCOUTS.?/
'lA SORRY. 

VJE No j-ONtiER 
5(t&f\K..

uJE DofO T G ET
rHESECoO 

L HfWETOE 
ALLOURSFWES.

FIRST... TAKE OFF YOUR CLOTHES 
f CO£>Ki£SFlT 

AT OWE TIME,

IM1GWT
e>£ VERY rj CONVINCE we THAT 

REAULV

PUT THE COOKIE SETVJEEN VOUR ^6ALAMCE ft COOKIE ON Top OF
HEftD WJD

Noa)...FiNP T^E COOKIE I've
KNEES AND vUftLK

SEE IF YOUR, 
UtAP JM A

we'ue EARNED OUR MERIT 
IN SALESWOMAMSHlP/

:!« ̂ &%i,v

I
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LESSON * * B

TO IMPART MOT 1OW TO A 
£C>MI£ F16UT?E te> TO 
IT -TO LIPEi WITHOUT IT, 
YOOF? WORK \Z> &OO-VOO. 
LEAI?W FROM FOLLOWING THE 

EXAMPLES AT RK3HT- 
ASS RIGHT

OUT FOR A RIPE WITH HIS BEST PR1ENP OH, THAT'S AH6WV SIRL5 WERE REALLY WICS, 
TH6V DIP WHAT 6UYS WANTEI 

Bid

, , 
, LOUISE, MICHAEU COPE5ANP GEWIE'5 

WITH BLTONtS I<JV -SC^J >*L l_f|1£ I

TIN*. ALL WOM&N 6ANDWICW65 AMD PlX 6UY5
UP WITH THEIR PRI6NP5,,..UMCUE WCHA6U, 

VJHAT'5 TH5 PIPPEREMCS 
6BTWEEW A 61E

'5 L.1&ECATIOW, 
AMP AL.L OF A 5UPP6N, 
SIRL-6 WOULPN'T 00

TAuK,W6AR PA.MT5, 
ANP 5TAV IN TWE

WlfU /A

© 1978 &.PV.P.
TW6N 61RL5 RSAUIZ9P TMAT 
TU6V PIPU'T WAVE TO STAY 
INTUSeWrtE 0EP WITH A 
GUY... TUEV CQULP JU6V 

PANTS AMP TALK 
TO SACU CTM£K,
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INTRODUCING 
THE WORLD'S

CONDOM... 
MAXIMUM 
PLEASURE 
FOR YOU DOTH!

The Rough Rider condom is studded all 
over . . . with 468 raised rubber studs. 
This condom will send erotic signals from 
her head to her toes! And Rough Riders 
are lubricated with SrV70 so the man 
feels all his pleasure too. Why not write 
today? Your money will be refunded in 
full if you are not completely satisfied.

ADAM & EVE. DEPT. NL E W
Apple Court, P.O. Bo» 400

Canboro, N.C. 37510
Gentlemen Please rush me in a plain, alltactiuc package
D 1? Rough Rider Condoms, pluscalalog («54C)
O Oeluie Sampler of 38 assorted condoms (includes

Rider), plus catalog) M70C) 
D Super 100 Sampler (100 condoms, 36 brands 1 !, olus

("540CJ 
G Subscription to 1 catalogs

Name 
Add teas 
City ____

S 450
Rough 

S 8 00 
catalog 
S2D.OO 
S 1 00

— State. .—— Z.p.

NOTICE:
No experience required Each rnontti we Ship I 
you NATIONAL IP's to rale. "Yoj keep IP's " ' 
We pay postage In return toi your opinion, you I 
can build your LP collection. A small member-' 
ship tee is required "First come Basis.' Send I 
no money. For application wute ' 

EARS Depl. NL Box 10245 I 
5521 W. Center St. | 

Milwaukee. WI 532IO *

Share a laugh or two with us, 
won't you, as a trio of N«tr<m«i 
Lampoon editors poke fun bV the 
gobs at restaurant menus, on page
28.

5 ^^ 
12 labels

IH ,S GARMENT W. 
100% PU«E SHIT

New York Sl.ilc residents.* 
PRODUCTS, P.O.BOK 511-1, FOR Slat

s 3 00 ^^.j 
$2.00 postpaid

onn.itc wles tnx.
* Vork, N.V. 10021

Wild
^m^f

^^^L Beiullfully embodied in Crystal-Like Resin
^^BP Specity Key chain or 
^^ Rawfude Necklace 

Send ctieck or money order lo: 
ALCES INC. Dept L 
PO. RoxSW
Boulder City. Nevada 89005 
pigasi am isc D nil age in' eath item tnae<a Save An Endangered Feces!

Nutso movies at 
sane prices.

Three terrific classic comedies 
starring Laurel and Hardy, W.C. 
Fields or Buster Keaton on sale for 
half-price. Outstanding values. Up 
roarious fun. Send $1.00 for infor 
mation and sixty-eight page Film 
Catalog listing comedies, westerns, 
dramas, horror and others. (Or send 
$1.00 for Video Catalog with more 
than 140 titles.)

Write : Blackhawk Films, 
Dept.4670 Davenport, Iowa 52808.

Uh-oh, Toil Carroll and P. J. 
O'Rourkc are at it again! Check 
out their laugh-filled foot! war 
ariit'le on pa^e 5 3 and see what 
we mean.

——————'"BULLSHIT" Paperweight'—————— 

For the person who has everything! Pure unadulter 
ated Texas bullshit sealed forever in a beautiful, 
crystal-like unbreakable dome. Perfect for your 
desk or as a gift for your favorite "B.5." artist. 
59,95 plus $1.95 postage and handling. Heemnoh 
Industries, P.O. Box 355, Dept L, Spring Valley, 
N.Y. 10977

Our man Gerry Sussman is right 
on the comedv target again with 
his 33'Vi percent contribution to 
the menu section, right here in 
the National Lampoon.

NUDE 
SEX

VIBRATORS

RUB-A-DUB
Better than three 
men in the (ub1 
Here'5 your chance 

—— 10 en|oy Irie warmlh
wetness of a totally now experience Watertight vibra 

tor is designed to induce unbelievable sensations in water, 
on land, and m the air Texlured tor increased sexual ex 
citement. Flexible and specially contoured to fill and fulfill 
Batteries included Void where prohibited Only $1495
TEXTUREDI FLEXIBLE! MULTI-SPEED!

All you could desire in a vibrator Prominent texturrng 
stimulates your smallest nerve endings Adjusts from a 
gentle pulse to s polont throb Soft pliable 'nude' rubber 
bends and caresses—like the real thing. B" of sheer ecsta 
sy Batteries included 59.95

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND 
D RUB-A-DUB Deluxe $14.95 D Flexible Vibrator S9 95 
Q One year catalog subscription FRGE wuh every order 
. (sex Bids, condoms, sensuous clothing, boote • ir.oie) 
E D Subscription alone $1 00 
- Send your order to ROMEO, Inc., Dept N3 

P. O Box 200. Carrboro. NC 27510
RDMEtf:

CONDOMS GALORE!

Order today ROMEO. Inc.. Dept. N4 
P.O Box 200. Canboro. NC 27510

\
i

r lover on to unheard of levels of sexual excitement 
The wildest assortment anywhere- Ton quality European im 
ports Canoereused Money back guarantee Void wlierephbt
LJ2$ensuousFrencriTicklers £495

S3 95
QFoll color catalog tree wilh oriiet isei aids, vibrator 

(loms. hooks, erotic clothing & more) Catalog alone 
Order today. ROMEO. Inc . Dept NS 

P.O. BOK 200. Carrboro, NC 27510

3 BEST SELLERS
RAPTURE

ing in! frolicking nlul;

inln ill Ovtr 150 gifls at mill lit bluk ir,t 

SI2.95 poitpjld

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED

D«P«.NL a xao
Please rush in plain package
^J Rapture .... S19.95 Namfl.
D Ecstasy...... 2.95 Addrei
O Desire....... 12,95 City____—Stata ——— Zip_ 

loksrorlyS2e.SO 
OVER 500.000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS © I97IPPA

Pacific Island girls want men
la correspond umh Exoiic. whole - 
slime girte seek jnends. romance, 
inamage. For club in/ornnitron. unit 
pictures, of actual girls twitting lor 
VIHI NOW SEND $2 TODAY. 

CONTINENTAL PACIFIC 
PO Box 3546-Dept NI. 
I'hausand Oak!..

You'll enjoy our special National 
Lampoon look at foot) aromul the 
world on page 42 —it's a riot.

No. 1 Seller

XAVIERA-S SUPERSEX
NowXaviera Hollander 
(the world's most fa 
mous happy hooker) 
lays it bare in her new 
besl selling book, XAVIERA'S SUPERSEX Jam 
packed with "goodies" you can put to practice im- 
medtatety-SUPERSEX tells you point by point how 
you can be better anywhere—more so fhan you 
ever thought possible! And enjoy it too Over 200 
pages of text and illustrations Published price of 
S20 now available for a limited lime from Adam & 
Eve at S3 95 Ready for lesson one? Begin by or 
dering SUPERSEX now Hardcover Money back 
guarantee. em,, m

Dept. NLS-Y
P 0. 8ox 90O, Carrboro, NC 27510
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•ftr IhROUGH Hi AGES
IN GREAT-GRANDFATHERS TIME IN GRANDPAS TIME

YES, ESTHER 
HE DOES. 
HE

OF 
SUBSTANCE..

FATHER CERTAINLV 
CUTS A PROSPEROUS 

FIGURE

VORE
PO PAW SHORE 

COULD USE SOME
' EMMV SUE/

PAWS LOOKIN 
MIGHTV TH/N...
1VHV,/M/UV,I 
'5PECT HEU. 
DIE SOON/

DAPS LOOKING 
GREAT.. .IU 
BET HE'S LOST 
THICTV POUNDS 

SINCE HE 
STARTED

/MINP WUR MANNERS, 
PE(36V, V01JR FATHER WOWED 
EVEEV DAV OF HIS UFE 5INCE 
HE WAS THIRTEEN AMP WAS 
IN THE /MARINES DURING 

THE WAR/

VOU KNOW 
WHAT? POP'S 
GETT/N& A 
REGULAR 
POT
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FOOD OF MANY NATIONS
continued from fiage52__________________

world-reknowned. Pastries like kfir (a 
goat's eye sprinkled with honey and 
almonds) and huffia (sweetened camel 
teats) art- e;iten throughout Asia. In 
coastal areas, skills are sugared and 
eaten with heavy cream.

The Arabs do not use cutlery. All 
food is eaten with the hands, often 
with the hands of another person. 
Upon concluding the meal, guests 
belch, move their bowels, and beat up 
the host's wife to indicate that they 
have enjoyed themselves. J.H.

A Traditional Arab Recipe
Varma

Vanna, or stuffed camel foot pad, is a 
sfa/j/e of the Bedouin tribes.

Combine 1 camel foot, 1 cup 
olive bark, 3 apricots, Vi cup fish 
viscera, 3 black carrots, I Ib. pis 
tachio nuts, 1 Ib. salt, Vz tup. hair, 
l/2 tsp. spit, and a clash sand on the 
floor. Knead with bands until even in 
consistency. Roll into ball and place 
outdoors to "age" (until fuzzy crust 
forms). Split camel foot pad with 
knife or saw and stuff. Bake for twelve 
hours in 450-degrec oven.Serve with 
tobacco and hot coffee grounds.

AUSTRAL/A
Most people eat to live. Then there 

arc those who live to eat. Australians 
eat and live to puke. They've got 
more names for it than sailors do for 
getting laid. The boot, the barf, the 
technicolor yawn...the list is endless. 
Flashing hash is all Australians care 
about.

This insight illuminates and helps 
explain Australian cooking, which at 
first blush seems to consist entirely of 
inexplicable, unappetizing combina 
tions of ingredients and dishes—like 
mutton stew with fudge sauce, 
sauerkraut, and pecan pie washed 
down with foaming mugs of luke 
warm lager beer. Disgusting? That's 
just the point. What we think of as 
"food" is looked upon Down Under 
as just so much raw, unprocessed 
vomit waiting to be thundered lortb 
in all its lumpy, liquid glory. Entrees 
are selected not to please the palate 
going down, but to impress the other 
diners coming up. Taste matters, to be 
sure, but not as much as color, tex 
ture, pungency, compaction, and con 
sistency. Trajectory counts, too. J.W

A Traditional Australian Recipe
The Thunder Chunder Rainbow
Ralph Parfait

Fill a chilled parfait glass with alter 
nate layers of fresh clotted cream, 
minced clams, and tapioca. Top with 
anchovies and half a brandietl 
peach. Just before serving, spoon on 
n tablcspoon of niarinara sauce and 
top with one whole chicken heart 
that has been marinated overnight in 
salad oil and orange soda. Serve 
with beer.

ENGLAND
England does not so much have 

"food" as it does "dishes" and English 
dishes are world-famous for their 
quality: Wedgewood, Staffordshire, 
Worcester. All are excellent dishes, 
and complement any kind of food 
served on them. E.W. & T.C.

A Traditional English Dish
Comminute, measure, and blend 

clay (o plastic consistency. Mix poly 
mer until rubbery, add to clay. Com 
pact in isostatic press die, bonding 
particles tight. Be sure water content 
is below 15 percent. Dry in tunnel 
kiln at 3500 degrees until desired 
oxidation and valence change are 
achieved. Melt glaze material; 
quench to glassy frits; immerse dried 
dish. Reheat and serve on. I_I

PRESSED ON RED VINYL!

ANewHendrix Album
Introducing a Special Collector's Edition
of All New, Neuer Before Released,
Live Hendrix! Here's Jimi like you've never
heard him before, with raunchy guitar riffs
and provocative lyrics.
In fact, this album may just shock the hell
out of you, but you'll love every minute of it!

Here's Jimi... high, live 'n dirty...
Available now at your favorite record store 
on Nutmeg Records & Tapes
NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED BY SPRINGBOARD INT'L RECORDS 
RAHWAY, NEW JERSEY / HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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THE FUNNIEST ALBUM OK RECORD.

Greatest Hits of the

w. A r _ _ ^ ^ __
• : r'***.1**.***'**"-*"*-*' **•

i John Belushij Christopher Cerf, Chevy Chase, Rhonda Conllet,
Brian Doyle-Murray, Christopher Quest, Ton? Hendrti, Mark Horowit?,

David Hurdon, Paul Jacobs, Melissa Manchester, Bill Murray, Joseph O'F!uhert;yJ
Alice Piemen, Gilda Rudner, Harold Rcimis, Norman Rose, and Pawl Shaffer.

T o assemble this cast today would cost over twenty- 
seven mil/ion dollars—If It could be done! Back then, 

/e got them for free milk and cookies. But that was 
before we launched a dozen meteoric careers, garnered three 
Grammy nominations, and made a bundle for the home folks. 
Now, in one album, a star-studded selection of satire, parody, 
frivolity, and wit in the National Lampoon tradition—from the 
performers and writers who made that tradition!

THE GREATEST HITS OF NATIONAL LAMPOON 
On Visa Records and GRT Music Tapes 
At Record Stores Everywhere

ORDER BY MAIL! And save shoe leather, if nothing else.

National Lampoon 635 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y 10022 Dept. REC1278 

Gimme, gimme, gimme _ .GREATEST HITS OF NATIONAL 
LAMPOON albums at $7.98 apiece. 1 enclose a check for 
$_ . ____. (There is no charge for handling and postage.)

Nome__________________________________ 

Address ___________

Cih State

New York State residents: Please add 8% sales tax.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



No matter what system you own
there's an Empire Phono Cartridge

designed to attain optimum performance.
Detail, brilliance, depth.
This is the promise of each Empire Phono Cartridge and although there are many Empire models, each designed to meet specific
turntable performance characteristics, every Empire cartridge contains the following features:

Features

Unique Fixed Unidirectional Three- 
Magnet Structure

Molded Four-Pole Magnetic 
Assembly

Tubular moving Iron Design

Four Coil Hum Bucking Assembly 
Plus Electromagnetic Shielding

Aluminum Alloy Cantilever

Precision Ground Oriented 
Diamond Tips

Details

Every Empire cartridge uses 3 high energy ferrite 
magnets in the cartridge body to provide a high level 
of unidirectional flux.

Every Empire cartridge employs a four-pole mag 
netic assembly that is precisely aligned and locked 
in place bya high pressure injection molding pro 
cess. . . providing a uniform and orthagonal magnetic 
field.

By using a tubular high magnetic saturation iron 
armature we obtain an optimum ratio of output level 
to effective tip mass.

Using custom designed computer controlled ma 
chines, a precision drawn copper wire (thinner than 
human hair and longer than a football field) is wound 
onto a symmetrical 4 bobbin structure. By using 2 
coils per channel a symmetrical electrical circuit is 
formed.

The Empire computer designed tubular cantilever 
provides optimum coupling of the diamond tip to the 
moving magnetic system resulting in minimum 
effective stylus tip mass.

Empire diamonds are precision ground, polished 
and inspected in house, using sophisticated tele 
vision cameras and powerful microscopes to ensure 
accurate angular orientation.

Benefits

Higher and more linear output signal, 
immunity to bi-directional magnetic 
distortion, and improved hum and 
microphonic rejection .

Improved crosstalk and reduced distor 
tion that is insensitive to tracking force.

Improved tracking ability and widened 
frequency response.

Improved rejection of hum and stray 
noise fields.

Superb low level tracking, reduced track 
ing distortion . . . plus enhanced wideband 
separation characteristics.

Reduced tracing phase distortion, to 
gether with reduced wear of both the 
record and the diamond tip.

For the full story on Empire cartridges we suggest you "test-listen" to one at your local Empire dealer, 
and for information on our full line of cartridges, write for our brochure "How to Get the Most Out of Your 
Records": Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, N.Y 11530 B/PIFE
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LETTERS
continued from page 9

ber of handicapped elephants hob 
bling about the jungle on three feet 
because many of you have their 
fourth foot in your vestibules filled 
with umbrellas.

Col. Hatchings Wibblestem (Ret.) 
Central African Empire

Sirs:
Would you gag and retch if [ did 

Kinj; Tut just one more time? I'm a 
professional and i realize that you 
shouldn't do the same gag over and 
over and over, bur there's this sweet 
little Serbian couple in North Dakota 
who hasn't seen it yet. It would mean 
a lo.t to them.

Steve Martin 
c/o Yout-TV

Sirs:
Gosh, acting isn't hard at all! You 

just go out with the producer and the 
director and the writer and the money 
backers. Then you get some pictures 
taken for People and you go to Studio 
54 and you get your hair done. Oh, 
and then you say a bunch of words 
and smile, it's 50 neat!

Cheryl Tiegs 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Sirs:
If you run into President Carter, 

tell him not to feel too bad. I just got 
back from France and over there, all 
the intellectuals love him.

Jerry Lewis 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 

Sirs:
This is to inform you, please. 
We've changed our name to Belize. 
So if you want us to be mad at your 

ass,
Just go ahead call us British 

Honduras.
Juan and julio 

c/otheU.N.
Sirs:

My being almost completely un 
funny has tended to obscure the fact 
that I am a comedian. I hope that 
you'll print this letter and set the rec 
ord straight.

Robert Klein 
Las Vegas, Nev.

Sirs:
As a result of the growing number 

of illegal abortions performed in the 
home and the subsequent flushing of 
live fetuses down toilets, there are 
hundreds of "sewer babies" living be 
neath the streets of the city. They 
have been known to reenter building

plumbing systems and come into resi 
dences searching for food. While they 
do not present a threat, they are a nui- 
sance, and wo ask that you dispose of 
fetuses in another manner. Thank 
you.

Vincent Signorelli
Administrative Director

N.Y.C. Dcpt. of Public Works
New York, N.Y

Sirs:
Have any of you seen a post office

around? We lost one. It's about two 
stories tall, a hundred feet long, it's 
made out of red brick, and it has a 
loading dock in the back and a flag 
pole and it's filled with mailmen. Last 
time we saw it was about two weeks 
ago in Pennsylvania. Any help you 
could offer u.s would be appreciated. 
Just keep an eye out tor it, and if you 
see anything, give us a call. Thanks. 

General Services Administration 
Washington, D.C.

How would Freud 
relate to O'Keefe?

Cold. Yet warming.
Hearty, fu!! bodied flavor, Yel smooth and easy going down.
And. O'Keefe develops a big head on contact.
Conflict. Conflict. Trauma. Trauma. Freud's diagnosis?
We think he would have said, "It's too good to gulp!' And you wilt, too.
In the final analysis.

Imported from Canada by Century Importers, Inc., New York, NY
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BERNIEX
continued from page 13
trate the house and bring him back to 
a spot where a helicopter would pick 
us up and whisk us away.

I never jumped out of an airplane 
before, but Si made it easy for me. He 
just pushed me out and followed out 
right next to me. He told me how ro 
land so I wouldn't break my legs and 
it turned out to be easier than I 
(houghc. In about a haffan hour, we 
found our way to the Bormann 
house. It was a nice white two-story 
Colonial-style house with black shut 
ters and a big front lawn, like what 
you sec in a fancy suburban 
neighborhood.

I rang the doorbell and a maid an 
swered, a fucking beautiful Indian 
girl, couldn't have been more than 
sixteen. Her name, 1 found oxit, was 
Lua. I took one look at her and fell in 
love. Then, sure as shit, this guy who 
looks like an older Robert Redford 
comes in and welcomes us. It's Bor 
mann. Only instead of feeling like we 
want to kill this guy, we actually feel 
like we're his friends. We didn't know 
what the fuck was happening to us. 
Bormann's butler frisked us and took 
our guns away. Then we went into his 
basement, his rumpus room, where 
we had drinks. He had a great rumpus 
room, with a pool table, a bar, a color 
TV, lots of comfortable furniture. He 
even had a Pong game and a jukebox 
with songs from the thirties and 
forties.

Si and 1 felt a little strange, like 
we were floating on a cloud. We 
were completely relaxed. Bormann 
was very friendly, very charming, ask 
ing if we had a pleasant trip, how we 
liked Paraguay, and shit like that- In 
the friendliest possible tone, 1 asked 
Bormann what was happening to us. I 
felt like I was being drugged or some 
thing, but that it didn't matter. I 
couldn't do a thingabout it, and any 
way, 1 liked it. Bormann smiled and 
said that every visitor is looked over 
by hidden TV cameras before he ap 
proaches the house. If the visitors are 
strangers, they are "tranquilized" be 
fore they reach the door. They are 
shot with'microscopic pellets that 
release a powerful tranquilizing 
drug that lasts indefinitely. You can't 
escape the pellet because it has a hom 
ing device on it that finds you out, no 
matter how you try to enter the 
house. In less than ten seconds, the 
pellet releases the tranquilizing drug 
and it takes full effect. The drug puts 
you in a mellow, relaxed mood, and

continued on page 94
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What kind of 
person owns 
a Kenwood 
cassette deck?

tf you're someone who wants to get the most from your component 
music system, sooner or later you'll need a cassette deck.

Because you can make tapes to play in your car stereo. And put your 
favorite songs together for uninterrupted listening. Even record your own 
"greatest hits".

But before you choose a component that's as much fun as a cassette 
deck, be very sure it's engineered to deliver superb sound quality and 
reliability.

All Kenwood decks feature a dual-belt drive system and an extra-heavy 
flywheel for precise control of tape speed. And each has Dolby* noise 
reduction circuitry to help eliminate background noise.

Whether you spend $425.00" or $200.00" you can own a deck that's 
good enough to say Kenwood on it.

And that says a lot about you.

KEIMWOOD
For the dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages, 
or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.
In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd. 'Dolby is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc. 
The copying of material produced by olhers may viofale (heir ccpyrtgfiis. 
"Nationally advertised value. Actual prices are established by Kenwood dealers.
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BLUTO'S COMING 
TO YOUR HOUSE.

Now... or very soon... to movie 
houses in your neighborhood or in 
your city or in your state or in your 
country or in some country readily 
accessible by Concorde, in:

ANIMAL
starring John Belushi • 1 im 

Matheson • John Vernon • Verna 
Bloom • and with Donald 
Sutherland as Jennings

Produced by Matty Simmons 
and Ivan Reitman 

Directed by John Landis 
Music by Elmer Bernstein 
Written by Harold Ramis, 

Douglas Kenney & Chris Miller 
A comedy Irom Universal

FOR ORDERS ONLY!
Mon-Ihu'S 9AM-9PM, Fn-Sat 9AM-5PM. N.Y Time

STEREO

HOT-LINE
AKAI Technics

CHECK US OUT!
•/ Our prices are the lowest.
V Discounts on ovei 60 majoi brands.
V Reliability: one of the oldest audio 

mail-order houses in the U.S.A.
V Rated #1: by a leading trade publication.
V Large inventory: we buy in volume 

getting the best deals Irom the manufac 
turers, you get the best deal from us. 
GIVE US THE OPPORTUNITY TO BEAT THE 
BEST DEAL YOU'YE BEEN ABLE TO FIND.

— QUOTES AND INFORMATION—
(212)253-8886. 9AM-5PM.MON.-SAT..N.Y.TIME"

I Wttie 01 Call us now fur the lowest. 
f price quotes and a Frea price flyer.'

STEREO CORPORATION 
OF AMERICA

NL -1629 Ftatbush Ave. ^m 
Brooklyn, New York 1121K miim

fl Favorite Diets of the 
Ij Famous Rock Stars

i Almost everybody over twenty 
could stand to lose a pound or two. 
Right? Except for rock stars. Rock 
stars arc lean and svelte as 
greyhounds, almost every one of 
them. Yet many are well into their 
thirties and lead lives filled with 
calorie-laden entertaining. How do 
they do it? National Lampoon Diet 
Editor R J. O'Rourke has interviewed 
six famous rock stars to find out their 
amazing slimncss secrets:

Jo Jo Handle 
Lead singer for 
Love Pump
RJ.: How do you keep your weight down,
Jy Jo.' Dy you have any special diet?
Jo Jo: Sniff...sniff.... Gee, I don't know.
I eat anything I want. Really. Sniff....
But lots of times I just don't really seem to
get hungry. I don't know. Sniff.... / guess
that must be it. Sniff.... Here, try some of
this. It's pharmaceutical, J get it from my
dentist. Sniff...sniff....
RJ.: Thanks. Sniff...sniff.... Hou 1 about
exercise? Do you exercise?
Jo Jo: i\'o. Hardly ever. Sniff.... But /
move around a lot. I guess ! have a lot of
nervous energy. Sniff.... Like, I haven't
slept in four days.
P.J.: It must he your tremendous level of
energy.
Jo Jo: That must be it.

lyor Bob
Lead guitarist with
Zoo Break
P.J.: Igor, what 's your secret jor staying so
trim?
Igor: Never really thought about that.
Sniff.... No...sniff...sniff.... I me a lot of
ice cream, too. Guess it s 'cause I make
love so much (laughs). Let me fix you up
there—this here is Peruvian flake. You'll
dig it.
P.J.: Ahh...u>ou;. Sniff...what was I
saying? Oh yeah, do you eat a lot offish
and green vegetables? Sniff...sniff....
Igor: Huh? I don't know. I guess I ate
yesterday. Or maybe it was the day before.
Sniff...sniff.... No, I just eat any old
thing 1 feel like...sniff...sniff.... i j

ij 
continued on page 204 v
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KENNY GROOBER READ 
NATIONAL LAMPOON

BEST OF#8 COVER TO COVER
AND DIED LAUGHING.

We should have primed a warning on the cover: 
"Tills book is so funny yon may la ugh yourself to 
death if you read 'more tha'ii ten pages Ul a time.'" liui 
it's loo laic, '['lie /?r.s7rj/' ~ 8 went out lo ihe primers 
without a cautionary note.

All we can say is, he extremely careful. Head it 
slowly, bit by hit. Beware of such pieces as "Dogfish- 
ing in America" liv^JeraJd Sussman. Kenney and 
Mann's "First IIoliKlsexual Experience Comics," Kick 
Meyerowil/.'s" Medical Flea Market," and any thing 
by Charles Rodrigues. They arc not only dangerous to 
your health, ihcycan kill you outright from laughing.

And the same goes for (he rest of the pieces in 
ibis newest collection of the best of the Nnlioiittl 
Lampoon— I'M pages of your favorite writers and art 
ists from lhe( '.olden Age of vicious comedy.

If you're will ing to live dangerously—in i'i s k 
splitting your sides, tickling your ribs until they fray 
and puncture your lungs, and gelling lockjaw from 
laughing and guflawing—then send us $5.95 plus (it) 
cents for postage and handlingand we'll send you 
ihis time bomb of black humor.

Laugh at your own risk. Kemember wbal hap 
pened to Kenny. *

1 understand that I am ordering 
the National Lampoon Best of #8 at 
my own risk. The National Lampoon 
is not responsible Tor the state of my 
health when I read theanlholojfy. 
Please send ___copies at $5.95 phis 
60 ten is each Tor postage and han 
dling. I encloses___.

National Lampoon Dept. NL1278 
6115 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022

send eash. Our publisher still steams 
open any envelope iliat looks promis 
ing. New York State residents, add 8% 
sales tax.

Name-

Address.
Please send eheck or money 

order to the National Lampoon. Do not City.—____ State_____ Zip_ . I
m^m BM ̂ ^H ̂ ^m ̂ ^H ̂ ^m> ̂ HH ̂ ^m m^^ ^mmtm^^^^m^^^ ^^t
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True 
Pacts

• An elderly South African 
woman was hospitalized in 
serious condition after van 
dals attacked her. In 
vestigators later discovered 
the weapon-a stray Pomera 
nian dog dropped on her 
head from thirteen stories 
above. The weapon died. 
Reuters (contributed by R. 
Neighbor)

• A workman was recently 
shot to death by police in the 
Mexican town of Coacalco. 
Four thousand angry towns 
people determined the kill 
ing should not have taken 
place, and subsequently 
mobbed the mayors office to 
obtain justice. They forced 
the mayor to eat twelve 
pounds of bananas and re 
sign. Tucson Citizen (contrib 
uted by (D. T. Willey)

• A Londoner living in Den 
mark applied for public 
funds to finance a job-hunt 
ing trip to Norway. When a 
Danish official denied the 
request, the Londoner bat 
tered him to uncon 
sciousness. The official 
awoke to find one of his ears 
laying on a desk, with a note 
from the applicant who had 
bitten it off, reading: "Your 
ear." The. Globe and Mail 
(contributed by Steve Koch)

• Jamcs"Chief"Wilhslon is a 
fifty-seven-year-okl Choctaw 
Indian, married to two sis 
ters and father of three chil 
dren ranging in age from 
five to eleven months. Texas 
social workers became con 
cerned after viewing the 
four-by-six-foot chicken wire 
pen he had constructed to 
house the children. "I put a 
shed on it so they wouldn't 
get hot, and I put water in 
there," he stated. "We put 
water on them, kinda

sprayed it on them and keep 
them cool that way." The 
"Chief" said his intention 
was to prevent the children 
from wandering off onto a 
nearby highway. The Stars 
and Stripes {contributed by 
Jewlee Bryant)

• (). I'. Malinovskaya was 
walking through the Ukra- 
nian woods with a sack full 
of live pigs when the animals 
began to squeal and create a 
disturbance. She turned to 
discover a wild boar close be 
hind her. Terrified, she let 
loose of the sack and bolted 
up a tree. The boar grasped 
the sack in his teeth and

began to run off when a com 
bination of Malinovskaya's 
screams and the horn of a 
passing bus frightened the 
boar, causing it to drop the 
sack. The Russian climbed 
down out of the tree, picked 
up her pigs, and went home. 
The Houston Post (contrib 
uted by Craig Towns)

• R. B. Williams was umpir 
ing a baseball game in Vicks- 
burg, Mississippi, when 
members of the losing team 
poured out of Ihe duKout lo 
dispute his calls. Williams, a 
convicted murderer on pro 
bation, restored order by 
drawing a loaded revolver

•UVE5 OF THE GREAT*
TH 15 MONTH:

CHARLE5 PESAULLE (I890-t97o)

PUU-E5T PJNW0R. COMPANION 
I EVEKMET." -COUNT ALEXANDER PE 
5TE.

CAPTURE.? BY THE 
6EWV\AN5 IN WORLP 
WAR I, PE &AUUUE

FOR. Hl$
.

HE ONt£ TKIEPTO 
FAKE ^TAUUP ICE PV 
TAKING A PCTIOM 
TO MAKE HI6 SKIM 
TURN YEUU-OW- II 
TUKNEP HIM ORAN-5E 
IW^TEAP. HE 5EWEP 
H1/W5E1-F A &&KMAN 
UNIFORM, euT 
CAU&HT WHEN

PLAY/W& 
AFUY1V fV5 A CHIUP, 
6AULUE WOLO-P- 

&EAT Hi'5 
0KOTHEK6

FOR.lMOTfc!VIW&TH& PEATH 
PENALTY TO PER5OW5 WHO 
TRIEP TO A55A65INATG HIM.

TACTICS FROM 
P& SAUUUE'5

_OF THE 5WORg
WERE U-5EP

EXTENSIVELY BY

TO OVERRUN 
FRANCE.

and threatening to shoot the 
players. Me was arrested 
after the game. Eugene. Reg 
ister Guard (contributed by 
Lowell Simmons)

• A seventy-four-year-old 
man from Leeds, England, 
learned at a routine hospital 
checkup that he was hard of 
hearing in his right ear. The 
patient already had a hear 
ing aid, however-one that 
had been accidentally lined 
in his normally functioning 
left ear twenty years before. 
Tttlsa Tribune (contributed 
by Danny Morse)

• The three Reuseh children 
were not performing as well 
in musical competitions as 
their mother, Rosetta, would 
have liked, so Rosetta chose 
to break into the homes and 
automobiles of at least 
twenty music teachers and 
music students who had done 
better than her children and 
contaminate their air condi 
tioning systems with mer 
cury, arsenic, lead, zinc, and 
other lethal chemicals. She 
generally struck while her 
victims were attending recit 
als. Chicago Siiri-Thnes (con 
tributed by Frank Kaitis)

• A Fordham L'niversity co 
ed tried to dissuade a would- 
be rapist by telling him she 
was a homosexual. In further 
conversation, the attacker 
admitted that he, too, was a 
homosexual. The woman 
then informed him she knew 
of a dormitory guard who 
was homosexual, and upon 
her suggestion, the man 
abandoned his rape attempt 
and went off to look for the 
guard. He was later arrested 
on charges of attempted sod 
omy, attempted robbery, and 
sexual abuse. Wilmiugton 
Evening Journal
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"Clod has laid out the game 
plan...I walk around as if a 
little boy or a little girl was 
following me and I don'l do 
anything physically or men 
tally Eo take away from the 
ideal they might have for 
Sieve Garvey."

-Steve Ciarvcy, as told to 
Barry Farrell in Sport. 
Quoted by John Gregory 
Dunne in "The Pope of Los 
Angeles." New West, Septem 
ber 25.1978.

Nole: Bullshit missed this 
one, but apparently Dodger 
Don Sullen said some unkind 
tilings about Steve Garvey in 
the Washington Post. Accord 
ing to Dunne, the I wo ball- 
players went oil "Monday 
Night Baseball" to explain, 
kiss, and make up. Thus are 
we graced with Sultan's apol 
ogy- "Bullshit -'- worthy and 
then some—that includes this 
inspirational excerpt:

"I believe that there are 
lots of times that God has 
some messages for me, but 
I'm too busy being me to lis 
ten and I believe that in this 
case I'm being told to re-ex 
amine my goals and motives 
in being a baseball 
player... the consistency of 
my life.

"I thank God for Steve 
Garvey and for the role He 
has let him play in my life 
and I can now thank Him for 
the Washington I'ost article 
and the disagreement in New 
York!'

—Los Angeles Times, Au 
gust 25. 1978.

Advertising is bullshit by 
definition, but this specimen 
is worthy of especial mention:

Bob Lape. of WABC-TV. 
calls the Red Chinese film 
Lin Tse-Hsu ("The Opium 
Wars") "the Jaws of the 
People's Republic of China."

-as printed in the Village 
Voice. September 4, 1978.

"I know miracles will hap 
pen," says Erhard. "Twenty 
years from now we'll look 
back and say, 'Why, you dum 
mies. Certainly hunger and 
starvation ended.'"

—Worrier Krbard, in "Fond

for Thought," by Dianc K. 
Shall. Newsweek, August 28. 
1978.

.. .The ferment of her re 
cent past has prompted her 
to begin an autobiography 
she's thinking of calling Be 
yond Reason ('After all-it is 
beyond reason, isn't it — all 
ihtU 1 do?") for an April pub 
lication date.

-Mar gavel Trudeau, 
quoted by Alan Marklield in 
"A Flower Child in the Jet 
Set. Margaret Trudeau Bids 
Farewell to Martyrdom." 
People. September 4. 1978.

"And I tell you that if Saint 
I*aul were alive today, he 
would go to Paolo Grassi 
(head of the Italian Broad 
casting Corp.) and ask him 
Cor more program time on TV."

-Pope John Paul I. in 
"Pope Likes TV Medium." 
Variety, September 13, 1978.

Here are the endings to some 
things that yon 'd only read 
in- sit fit rough to find out the 
endings.

BOOKS
Eye of the Needle by Ken Pal 
let!: A top German spy 
known as "the Needle" inter 
cepts Allied Normandy in 
vasion plans; an English 
history professor is assigned 
to stop him from commu 
nicating with Hitler. While 
waiting for a German sub 
marine on a small island, the 
Needle meets and falls in 
love with the wife of a legless 
man who subsequently finds 
out who the Needle is. The 
Needle kills him but spares 
his wife, which turns out to

A new, ongoing, instant-c
f & C* f v-*

reverse-polarity, THERAPY group is 
starting in Berkeley combining sever-O / t->

&l growth -ootential technologies forO i, <3

total FULFILMENT on all 3 planes:
Astral, Psychic Si Physical.

We will explore and detonate all reactive, oppres 
sive, male-dominated, elitist, anti-life, mystifted sys 
tems of MENTAL LUST to achieve potent, free-flow- 
ing, ongoing, no«-scxist, creative, supportive, organic

PERSONHOOD.1

Write:- Professor Rhizome
Fruits of Power Foundation, Bliss Division

Box 890, Berkeley, CA 94701

'No sex in class

77//s handbill wits found on the University of California at 
Berkeley campus. The sixties may be oner, but personally, we'd 
ralhcr gobble down a whole foollorker full of dope and nod out 
mi the sidewalk with a half-dead dog and a towel full of stupid 
jewelry and collect welfare disability assistance and get killed by 
a cop rather than even consider what thirty seconds of bliss ther 
apy nni$! be like.

be a mistake, because she 
kills the spy on the way to his 
rendezvous with the sub.

Fools Die by Mario Puzo: 
Osano, upon discovering that 
he has a ease of terminal 
syphilis, kills himself, and 
makes John Merlyn his liter 
ary executor. Merlyn's 
brother dies of a heart at 
tack, and Cully Cross tries to 
oust Gronevelt as number 
one in the Xanadu Hotel. He 
is sent on a mission to Japan 
to obtain $1 million to pacify 
mobster Johnny Santadio 
and is murdered in the Jap 
anese countryside. Merlyn's 
beautiful lover, Janelle, dies 
of a cerebral hemorrhage. 
Merlyn survives it all to lead 
a comfortable life with Va 
leric, his kicls, and his books.

MOVIES
Days of Heaven: When Rich 
ard Gere returns to the farm 
where Brooke Adams has 
settled with farmer Sam 
Shepard, he brings trouble 
for everyone. Locusts devour 
the wheat crop, the farm is 
destroyed by fire, and Shep 
ard finally realizes that Gere 
and his wife were lovers. He 
comes after Gere, who stabs 
him with a screwdriver. 
Gerc, Adams, and Linda 
Manx escape to the wilds 
until a posse tracks them 
down and shoots Gere. Manz 
is sent to an orphanage, from 
which she escapes, and we 
last see Brooke boarding a 
train filled with soldiers 
heading out for World War I.

A Slave of Love: The cam 
eraman confesses to the ac 
tress that he is a Bolshevik, 
and she. inspired by his love 
and bravery, agrees to help 
him smuggle film to other 
revolutionaries. He is mur 
dered by the police. The 
comrades help her escape 
after they have killed the 
evil secret police chief.

A Wedding: The bride has 
braces and gets married.
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From the 
Slush Pile

The following excerpts have 
been culled from unsolicited 
manuscripts sent to a promi 
nent editor of (serious) fiction 
who wishes, understandably, 
to remain anonymous.

When I found out him and 
Edith, my best friend, were 
not only sleeping together 
but laughing about me while 
doing so, it was loo much— 
both of them had to pay, for 
their rudeness if nothing 
else.

* * *
She divined from the sounds 
emitted from upstairs that 
Ernie was playing solitaire.

"Your getting more eager 
every time," she joked.
"Your getting sexier every 

time." he rebutted.
* * *

She appeared totally numb, 
as though novocaine had 
been injected into every limb
of her 22-year-old body, 

j * *
Tom's eyes, looking glazed, 
began to roll away.

The owner of the laun- 
drymat was annoyed by the 
police guard-how could she 
expect to get customers with 
all this fuzz underfoot?

* * *
"I can't tell for sure!' the me 
dicinal examiner said, "but I 
don't think she was molested 
in anyway!'

* * *
Anyone who invited them 
selves to his winter retreat in 
the Alps Mountains got an 
icy reception from him.

* * *
Her long slender legs were 
cross, as if a sign to anyone 
from taking liberties with 
her while she slept.

* * *
Catherine awoke in a panic 
that she was going blind, 
then she realized that her 
eyes were shut tight.

* * * 
After letting Gloria off at the

shopping area, Jim was able 
to drop his casual front.

* * i:

Mrs. Smiths radio was sing 
ing a popular ditty.

* * *
My day at work had been 
rather hectic for me, as it 
had been for the pasted sev 
eral days, and 1 came home 
exhausted and angry at the 
world, and at Mr. Whipple in 
general.

Roz was looking at the paint 
ing as if she had cameras in 
stead of eyes.

* * *
"Butch" was as homely as a 
"mud fence" and even in his 
"Sunday best" he was no 
"heart stopper," yet more 
often than not he received 
"VIP treatment" from "the 
fair sex."

It was the first rain the city 
saw in many months and the 
streets sounded like someone 
smashing potato chips.

* * *
She laughed and smoked and 
made rash statements like 
"The grasshoppers are 
dying." She was looking out 
of the window of the car as 
she said it. She didn't turn 
around. Her fawn-colored 
hair was shining in the after

noon sun. I( was October.

From the moment he 
crushed Cora's skull, he knew 
it was going to be a rotten 
Monday.

"Dam," the sergeant said, 
lighting a cigar. "You'd think 
women would learn not to go 
out arid do their laundry 
alone. It's like they're look 
ing for some kind of cheap 
thrilK 1

My hand felt limp and my 
drink fell to the floor. I was 
soon to follow.

Onwards down the street he 
trod, passing all those that 
passed him.

My family was very close, 
having all grown up 
together.

"She's sensational!' Mike said 
enthusiastically. "Wait till 
you see her thick eyelashes 
and her jet blonde hair."

* * *
What is it that can change an 
everyday routine into a 
nightmare and end in death? 
How can a vibrant woman of 
forty-six be alive, laughing, 
talking, working, and looking 
forward to the future one

Wily Turks

minute and have it erased by 
death the next? Maybe it all 
hinges on circumstance.

* * *
She listened intently, with all 
her ears.

Aside from being nervous, 
Linda was not an extremely 
nice person.

A girl like Evelyn would stop 
at nothing to get her name in 
footlights.

* * *
Joe snatched up the note his 
wife Gert had left for him 
and swiftly read her direc 
tions for heating the meat 
loaf and getting the fruit cup 
out of the refrigerator.

* % *
Gerald wondered if throwing 
up would make much noise.

This is a postcard someone sent us from Turkey, and whatever it 
is these colorful Turks are doing, they're doing it in a stadium 
in front of a whole bunch of people and getting away with it.

Masthead
Edited by Tod Carrpll 
Bullshit by Ellis Weiner 
Spoilers by Danny Abelson 
Lives by Bradley Razook 
Art: Wendy Burden 
Research: Betsy Aaron and 
Elise Cagan
Contributing Editors: Tom 
Corcoran, Ben Ellard, P 
Howard Lyons, Bill Moseley, 
Pedar Ness, Alan Rose
Contributions: We will pay 
$10 for every item used, $20 
for b&w photos, $30 for 
color photos. Send to: Trtie 
Facts, National Lampoon, 
635 Madison Ave., New 
York, N.Y 10022. In case of 
duplication, earliest post 
mark is selected.
Editor's Note: The items 
that appear in the True 
Section are, to the best of our 
ability to verify them, true. 
We will gladly retract any 
thing that can be proven 
false. Everything else in the 
National Lampoon is fic 
tional. Except the ads.
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DDE IS THE m OF THE SHOW
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SERVICE 
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IF YOU'RE GOING TO BUY AN
EASY-TO-USE CAMERA, MAKE SURE

ITS REALLY EASY TO USE
Like many of the new, compact 35mm reflex 
cameras, the Minolta XG-7 is automatic. You 
simply point, focus and shoot. The XG-7 sets 
the shutter speed up to 1 /1000th of a sec 
ond. And you get perfectly exposed pic 
tures, automatically.

But easy operation is more than just auto 
matic exposure. Here's what to look for 
when you compare cameras at your photo 
dealer.

Easy focusing. The XG-7's viewfinder is 
big and bright, even in the corners. Your 
subject snaps into critical sharpness.

It's easy to be creative. You can make the 
automatic exposure setting brighter or 
darker for creative effects.

An easy-to-understand electronic view- 
finder. Light emitting diodes tell how the 
XG-7 is setting itself and warn against under- 
or over-exposure.

An easy-to-see electronic self-timer. The 
self-timer lets you get into your own pic

tures. It's a large flashing light mounted on 
the front of the camera. The flashing speeds 
up when the picture is about to be taken. 

An easier-to-use auto winder. It automati 
cally advances film, 
as fast as two pic 
tures a second. You 
attach the optional 
Auto Winder G with 
out having to remove 
(or lose) any caps 
from the XG-7.

The easier-to-be- 
creative flash. The 
optipnal Minolta Auto 
Electroflash 200X 
synchronizes contin 
uously with the 
winder. This feature 

allows you to take a sequence of up to 36 
flash pictures in about 18 seconds. 

The important "little" extras. The XG-7

has a window that shows when film is ad 
vancing properly. A memo holder holds the 
end of a film box as a reminder. There's even 
an optional remote control cord.

Fast, easy handling. The way a camera 
feels has a lot to do with how easy it is to use. 
Is it comfortable or awkward? Are the con 
trols placed where your fingers naturally fall, 
or are they cramped together? The Minolta 
XG-7 is human engineered for comfort and 
smooth handling. It's quiet, with a solid feel 
ing you find only in much more expensive 
equipment.

Easy-to-change lenses. Remove or at 
tach lenses with less than a quarter turn. 
And a system of almost 40 different lenses, 
from fisheye to super-telephoto. makes the 
XG-7 a key to virtually unlimited creativity.

Try the Minolta XG-7. At your dealer. Or 
write for literature to Minolta Corp., 101 Wil 
liams Dr., Ramsey, N.J. 07446. In Canada: 
Minolta Camera (Canada) Inc.. Ont.
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BERNIEX
continued fiom page 84

you arc completely in Bormann's 
power. "1 guess what I thought was • 
another fly or mosquito bite was the 
drug pellet entering my body," I said. 
"That's exactly right," said Bormann.

So here we wore, two shmucks, sit 
ting in Bormann's cozy little den, act 
ing like we were old pals on a visit. 
And nothing we can do about it. So 
that's why Bormann didn't have elec 
trified fences, sentries, attack dogs, 
the whole works. He didn't need it. 
The drug took care of everything.

"Just for the record, you arc Martin 
Bormann?" Si asked.

"Of course," said Bormann."Do 
you like the way 1 look? I wanted a 
complete change, but 1 didn't want to 
look too pretty. They can do anything 
in Switzerland. They changed my 
whole face, my hair, even the color of 
my eyes. And then they made me six 
inches taller. I'm six foot one. It cost 
me a pretty penny. Over half a mil- 
lion. But it was worth it." He showed 
us pictures of the old Martin Bor 
mann, and 1 nearly shit a brick. It was 
a miracle.

Bormann thought that the least he 
could do was offer us dinner, since we 
came such a long way to visit him.

And after dinner, he said, he had an 
amusing way of liquidating us. That 
sounded fine, I said. You got to under 
stand that this drug was making me 
very agreeable to anything Bormann 
said. If he told me to climb a moun 
tain and jump off, I would have done 
it.

The maid, that luscious looking In 
dian girl, came in and announced that 
dinner was served. I winked at her 
and 1 think she smiled. It's hard to fig 
ure out an Indian.

Bormann introduced us to his din 
ner guests. First, there is his wife, 
Elsa, who is no spring chicken. She 
must have been about seventy-five at 
least. I guess Bormann didn't allow 
her to have the same kind of plastic 
surgery he did, because she always 
had this scowl, like she was always 
jealous and mad at him. She kept call 
ing him schimes Gt'siV/it, which means 
"pretty lace," except she said it in a 
very sarcastic manner. She was a very 
ugly, old, dried up woman with a very 
sharp tongue. Even though she spoke 
in German, 1 could catch a lot of what 
she was saying, because the language 
is just like Yiddish. Every five min 
utes she would nag him about some 
thing. Why couldn't they have more 
servants? Why couldn't she go to

New York or Paris and buy some new 
clothes? Was he having an affair in 
New York or was he fucking the In 
dian girl, Lua? On and on she would 
nag and kvetch. I don't know how 
Bormann took it.

And then there were his kids. He 
had three of them, a nine-year-old girl 
named Helga, a ten-year-old boy 
named Dortmund, and a twelve-year- 
old boy called Dieter. They should 
have been put away on Devil's Island. 
I never saw a rottener bunch of kids.

They're dressed in these Nazi SS 
uniforms that must have been tailor- 
made for them. It seems that their fa 
ther told them that Adolf Hitler was 
still alive and would some day send 
for them to serve him. In fact, some 
day they would all go back to Ger 
many and be welcomed as heroes. Di 
eter, the oldest one, had this real 
hypodermic kit that his Uncle Josef 
gave him for his birthday. Uncle Josef 
was Josef Mengele, the "White 
Angel," the doctor who conducted all 
sorts of horrible medical experiments 
in his concentration camp. Dieter 
wanted to inject his sister Helga with 
his new toy. "No, liebchen," said Bor 
mann. "You can't inject your sister 
with air. You'll kill her." 

"i want to inject her with knockout

INTRODUCING THE EVENING BOX.

glass vial

rosewood ^ 
pipe and , 
!oach clip

Remember when you carried your 
stash in a crumpled cigarette pack? 

Or some battered medicine box? 
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drops so she'll go to sleep and I can 
play with her poo-poo," said Dieter.

"That is different," said Daddy Bor- 
mann. "Later, I'll inject her and we'll 
all play with her poo-poo."

Dortmund had his own ideas. He 
had already dropped some pills in our 
water, which caused Daddy to be a 
little alarmed. "Dortmund, are those 
little poison pills you got from my 
drawer or are they the sugar pills 
Uncle Josef bought for you?" The kid 
won't answer. He just giggles. Either 
he's retarded or is a very good actor. 
Barmann shakes his head in exas 
peration. The kids are a problem, no 
doubt about it.

Helga is the only one who is not up 
to mischief. The two boys dominate 
her. They make her find all sorts of 
animals and bring them to a little la 
boratory Bormann set up for them—a 
kind of minature concentration camp 
biology lab where the kids can experi 
ment with animals. Occasionally, Bor 
mann gives them a drugged Indian to 
play with.

Bormann apologizes for the kids, 
explaining that they get very bored in 
the Paraguayan jungle. He and Uncle 
Josef, who lives nearby, always have 
to figure out ways to amuse them. 
"And speaking of amusement," he 
says, "how would you like to see the 
'beautiful Indian servant girl Lua pee 
over hot tortilla stones and then 
dance on them? It is something only 
Indians can do when they are under 
the influence of their strange 
mushrooms."

Even though Si and I are still tran- 
quilized and a little paralyzed from the 
drug, we are getting too much of this 
German wcirdness in one shot. This 
guy is a little stir crazy down here in 
Paraguay. Si is looking at Bor 
mann as if he were some kind of 
strange animal or insect. ! am just tak 
ing it all in, wondering if I'll ever get 
out of here alive. My question is an 
swered a moment later when Bor 
mann decides he's had enough of us. 
He's going to liquidate us immedi 
ately. He hasn't liquidated any Jews 
for such a long time, he feels it will 
provide enough amusement for the 
rest of the evening. Suddenly, a bunch 
of strong-arm guys pick us up and 
take us to his private gas chamber. Si 
and 1 are still under the spell of the 
drug, and we can't put up any 
resistance.

It turns out that Bormann's gas 
chamber is even worse than a regular 
Nazi gas chamber. Instead of gas, we 
are going to be killed by Bormann's

most powerful farts. After an espe 
cially large, German-style dinner, he 
can go all night. What he does is fart 
into some kind of duct system that 
feeds his gas into the small, airtight 
chamber that we are in. He explained 
that certain other chemicals are mixed 
with his farts to produce the most of 
fensive gas ever created.

Si and 1 decided that there was no 
point in holding our breath for a long

time. It would be better to try and live 
with the odor for as long as we could 
hold out. At first it wasn't too bad, 
bur in a few minutes it made our eyes 
tear and ears kind of stuffy. Then it 
got very hard to breathe. Each time 
we took a breath, we would almost 
choke. It looked like the beginning of 
the end. Jesus! What a miserable way 
to die.

We were either going to faint or die 
continued

What would Socrates 
think of O'Keefe?

If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident.
It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
And. the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.
We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not
question:/(s (oo good to gulp. As any rational man can taste.
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BERNIE X
continued

on the spot. And then, suddenly, it 
was all over. The door was opened 
and someone dragged us out and 
helped us get to some fresh air. We 
were saved. It was Lua, the fantastic- 
looking Indian maid. She sneaked up 
on Bormann and zapped him with an 
Indian-style blackjack. She knew 
about the tranquilizing drug we were 
under, and she made us drink a po 
tion that was concocted by one of her 
Indian mountain witch doctors. She 
said we had to drink it all in one shot, 
no matter how bad it tasted. It wasn't 
that it tasted bad. It was the hot ness. 
It was hotter than Mexican or West 
Indian pepper sauce. Everything ex 
ploded in rny body —my head, my 
ears—my eyes popped out like in a 
cartoon. Smoke was coming out of 
my skin. My tongue felt like a char 
coal briquette that was almost burned 
out. Then Lua gave us glasses of 
some kind of Indian seltzer that made 
us burp. And after thai, we were 
normal.

Lua led us through a secret under 
ground tunnel that would bypass the 
tranquilizer guns. Actually, she was

just in time, because we had a date 
with a helicopter in about twenty 
minutes. We carried Bormann, who 
was still unconscious, through the 
tunnel and past the house and made 
our way to the landing spot of the 
helicopter. Lua whispered that she 
was in love with me and had to save 
me. At that point, 1 was in love with 
her, too, and I would have liked noth 
ing better than to fuck her twenty- 
nine times, but the timing was all 
wrong. We had a hot Nazi on our 
hands and we were in enemy territory, j 
Si explained to her about Bormann. ' 
The kid had no idea of what a Nazi 
was. She thought she was just work 
ing for a loony-bar. !

We made, the helicopter just in ; 
time, and I had a short but tearful 
farewell with Lua. I promised 1 would 
be back for her someday, and maybe I 
will go back. 1 clon'l think 1 ever saw a 
finer piece of ass in my life. But now 
we had no time to lose. The copter 
took off for another secret landing 
field somewhere in Brazil. There, a 
plane would take us to Europe, where 
Si would start the legal proceedings 
for a war criminal trial.

Bormann regained consciousness

while we were in the air and tried 
every trick in the book to bribe us, to 
win us over. No dice. It looked like we 
were on easy street when suddenly we 
heard antiaircraft fire all around us. 
There must have been some kind of 
alarm system that went off when a 
guy like Bormann is missing. It 
looked like the whole country was 
opening fire on us. It turned out that 
there were only three parachutes in 
the copter. One for me, one for Si, 
and one for the pilot. When we got 
hit, we had to bail out. We made it 
just a second after the copter burst 
into flames, with Bormann still in it. 
We saw the copter crash into the 
jungle and explode. And that was the 
last we saw of Martin Bormann.

Somehow, we made our way to the 
next landing field and got the hell out 
of there. We never confirmed Bor- 
mann's death for sure. Some of those 
Nazis have nine lives. In fact, while 
we were shlepping our way through 
the jungle, I thought I s'melled him. 
But it could have been some kind of 
South American skunk. Who knows? 
Maybe he jumped out and lived. If 
he's sail alive, Simon Wiesenthal will 
find him someday for sure. Q

In tneJanuary National Lampoon:

"Depression"
I'VE GOT 'LUDES

AND POPPERS, AN
ELECTRIC VIBRATOR, A

NINE-INCH DILDO, SOME
LATEX UNDERWEAR,
NIPPLE CUPS, AND
AN ENEMA SAG.

I'VE GOT A CAN OF
CRISCO, SOME BEN WA

BALLS, A POLAROID CAMERA,
UALf A DOZEN LONG SILK

SCARVES, AND AN
OUNCE OF COKE.

THAT'S REALLY 
DEPRESSING.

AND I'VE GOT 
HERPES!
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How do you get more of the things you want in a re 
ceiver, without putting more than you want into it? 
Simply by choosing one of Technics new receivers.

All Technics receivers, like the SA-400 shown 
below, are big on power, big on performance, big on 
technology, but not big on price. And that will make 
you big on Technics.

Technics
,-. Min.RMSPowerPer Total Harmonic FM Stereo

RpceTver Channel into 8 Ohms Distortion at Sensthvitv ^P31"31'0"Heceiver from2oHz to 20kHz Rated Power (Max.) ^ns.t.vity (atlhHz)

SA-400 45watls 004% I0.8c)Bf 45dB
SA-300 35watts 0.04% 108<1B( 45()B
SA-200 25 watts 0.04% 108<1BI 45dB

So will hefty transformers, generous capacitors, 
bridged rectifiers and direct coupling. They're the 
ingredients that give a Technics receiver everything 
from the power to punch out deep bass notes, to the 
reserve power required to float through power-hungry 
musical passages without a trace of audible distortion. 
And in any language that spells dynamic range.

So does our 3-stage direct-coupled phono equalizer 
section. It gives you a phono S/N ratio of 90 dB at 
10 mV (IMF A) and an overload-resistant phono input 
that will accept virtually any cartridge. So your records 
will sound every bit as good as they should.

For good FM reception, you'd better have a tuner 
section sensitive enough to pull in even the weakest 
and most distant signals. And that's the kind of sen 
sitivity you get: 10.8 dBf (1.9juV IHF '58). That's 
impressive. That's the result of Technics-developed 
flat-group delay filters and a Phase Locked Loop 1C in 
the MPX section. It's also why you get outstanding 
separation, negligible noise and inaudible distortion.

The Technics SA-200,300 and 400. They're all big 
on performance. They're all small on price.

Knowing what you want in a receiver
is one thing.
Being able to afford it
is Technics.

Mi , i90i i iBi i i94> . i96> , , 9B
530 600 TOO BOO IDDO I2OO UDO 1600
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